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A MULTISPECIES APPROACH TO THE INTERSECTION OF HACKTIVISM AND

PERFORMANCE ART

Jimi DePriest

New College of Florida, 2020

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to critique the neoliberal exploitation of science, technology, and 

media while conceptualizing how hacktivism can be used to disrupt the operations of neoliberal 

institutions. I will explore how the proletariat can use DIY and decentralized forms of techno scientific 

creations to fight and dismantle imperialism and devising how these creations can function as tools for 

catalyzing a post-capitalist society. I will also examine how the relationship between human and 

nonhuman organisms is continually redefined by abrasive technologies and digital media. I address 

how hacktivist actions framed as insurrectionary ritualistic practice can alter the digital and physical 

fabric of social relations. The artworks which accompany this thesis will aim to break understandings 

of one’s relationship to the body as a biological organism out of the oppressive paradigms of 

technocratic society, questioning the sacrality of the digital by unpacking what it means to perpetually 

bear virtual witness to global violence while existing in the imperial core. The works are an attempt at 

using art to inspire the overthrow of technocracy and the insertion of egalitarian relations into society 

as it enters an inevitable descent into a post/trans humanist future.  

Maria Vesperi 
Anthropology/Art                                                                   
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Glossary of Terms 

Anarchism : Belief in the abolition of all government and the organization of society on a voluntary, 

cooperative basis without recourse to force or compulsion. 

Biopower: An explosion of numerous and diverse technologies for achieving the subjugation of bodies

and the control of populations. 

Bourgeoisie: I employ the Marxist understanding of the bourgeoisie in this thesis which refers to the 

social class which has come to own the means of production during modern industrialization and 

whose social concerns are the value of property and the preservation of capital to ensure the 

perpetuation of their economic supremacy in society. 

Hacktivism: The act of misusing computer systems or networks for purposes motivated by social and 

political conflict. 

Marxist: Method of socio-economic analysis that views class relations and social conflict using a 

materialist interpretation of historical development and adopts a dialectical view of social 

transformation. 

Multispecies : In scientific terms, multispecies refers to an ecological analysis that involves two or 

more biological species. In anthropological practice, multispecies invokes a cognizance of the ways in 

which human histories and trajectories are entangled with those of non-human species and organisms. 

It seeks to displace anthropocentric views of history and projected futures to place greater focus on the 

agency of non-human species such as plants, animals, fungi, bacteria, and viruses. The term 

multispecies is most useful in this thesis for its ability to emphasize the intersections between 

ecological relations, political economies, and cultural representations. 

Neoliberalism: A modified form of liberalism that favors free market capitalism. 
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Post-Capitalism: A state in which the economic systems of the world can no longer be described as 

forms of capitalism.

Proletariat: Class of wage earners in an economic society whose only possession of significant 

material value is their labor power. Marxist understandings of the term consider the proletariat to be 

oppressed by the wage system and capitalism that unites the working class with political and economic 

interests that transcend national boundaries. 

Sonification: The use of non-speech audio to convey information or perceptualize data by using the 

spatio-temporal qualities of auditory perception.

Technocracy: The control of society or industry by an elite group of technical experts. 
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Introduction 

In this thesis, I argue for a reformulation of the relationship between the subjugation of human 

society and the natural environment created by oppressive technology, through framing the 

technocratic apparatuses of capitalism as a threat to the mutual autonomy and survival of human and 

nonhuman lifeforms. The subjugation of the environment by neoliberal practices is compared to the 

subjugation of bio-politically constituted human citizens that live under the rule of the technocratic 

corporate-state. The environmental subjugation that is inherently connected to the oppression of human

society by capitalist institutions and is summarized by the following circumstances will not be fully 

elaborated upon in this thesis but will serve as underlying substantiations for this connection:  

Imperialist warfare being orchestrated with the primary goal of securing control over fossil fuel 

reserves whose release into the atmosphere has catalyzed the onset of global warming. Species 

extinction and biodiversity loss caused by exploitation and habitat destruction at the hands of capitalist 

ventures. The commodification which has turned species of flora and fauna and the molecules found 

within them into proprietary agents for cosmetics and medicine through bioprospecting. The ecological 

destruction caused by poisonous toxins and radiation emitted from the detonation of nuclear bombs. 

In this thesis I explore topics meant to address a broad range of the uses of science and 

technology by the neoliberal state to conduct capitalist agendas and how each of these techno scientific 

fields could be transformed if fully apprehended by Anarchist and Communist revolutionaries. I 

coordinate an analyses of the internet, digital media, hacktivism, surveillance systems, artificial 

intelligence, sonic warfare, and biotechnology in relation to each other to hone in on the shifting 

agencies accorded to and restricted from the human body and the natural environment as compositions 

of organisms laden with a multiplicity of subjectivities that are implicated by the influence of 

neoliberalism on the digital revolution. The atomism of the granular components of biological 

existence are contextually redefined by the superstructural social forces which strive to reconstitute 
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their mediation with society in terms of profitability, commodification, private/intellectual property, 

and institutional regulation.

In Section I, I examine the technocratic apparatuses that society is encompassed by and provide 

evidence for their retrograding impact on human liberation through internet, surveillance, and Artificial

Intelligence (A.I.)  technologies that have been misaligned with capitalist objectives. This section 

concludes in an analysis of hacktivism that supports the ability for the proletariat to achieve liberation 

in the face of cybernetically constructed neoliberal regimes. Initiative undertaken by the proletariat to 

organize political resistance through cyberspace is the fundamental component of the agency afforded 

to them by their oppressors being optimally utilized. The technologies that have been developed by the 

corporate-state as tools of oppression will be illuminated for their potential as tools of resistance 

through the history of tactical media and hacktivist actions. I critically assess the neoliberal pursuit of 

managing society through the imposition of domineering technologies on the social phenomena which 

are encompassed by this political ideology. The array of technological manifestations which are 

described render supporting evidence for this pursuit by means of the corrupted dynamics which 

underpin their oppressive practices. The exploitative angles at which the corporate-state employs 

technology are supplemented by propositions for how leftist revolutionaries can reappropriate 

technological powers to further castrate the emergent spawn of capitalist institutions. In section I, I also

bring together concepts proposed by philosophers and radical activists from a span of ideologies within

the leftist continuum of Anarchism and Communism to expound on the unique perspectives and 

initiatives which characterize corporate-state subversion. However, the ideologies which are expressed 

as reflections of my own principles remain grounded in Marxism.  

A prominent current which guides this thesis is an insistence on the need for a revolting 

proletariat to seize the power afforded to the corporate-state through technology with their own hands 

and resources to amplify their leverage over the bourgeoisie and organize more tactically effective 
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campaigns of resistance. I show how this involves the intervention of digital neoliberal propaganda 

with tactical media, the disparagement of malign executives and politicians through incriminating 

exposes, disfiguring corporate state surveillance feeds, disarming and using the military’s sonic 

weapons against them, and obstructing the bourgeois technocracy from hoarding capital. In Sections 

both I and III, I emphasize the paramount sense of urgency endowed in these insurrectionary 

propositions, which I envision as an incumbent line of defense for the proletariat against their 

persecution by the bourgeoisie’s command of the militarized police state. I mean to imply that 

proletarian revolutionaries should use unsurveillable communication networks, cybernetics, and sonic 

frequencies to wholistically enhance their methods of guerilla warfare waged against the neoliberal 

state, but conventional warfare is not explicitly discussed because the focus remains dedicated to 

techno scientific ventures and artistic practices to inspire more strategic and creative solutions which 

suppress destruction and hostilities, not increase them.

I begin Section I by critiquing the use of techno science by imperialist militaries and then 

proceed with a discussion of how this has impacted the internet because it is the most foundational and 

accessible layer of cyberspace. By asserting how the imperialist appropriation of technology is rooted 

in the centralization of the internet and calling for its decentralization, the internet’s liberation from 

capitalist economic exchange is proposed as a precursor for dismantling the technocratic reign of the 

bourgeoisie. This sets a precedent for how tactical media ideologies influence the rise of political 

agency to subvert hegemonic control of intellectual property and digital media. Critique of the 

hegemonic control exerted over the internet by capitalist institutions through censorship and 

surveillance lays the groundwork for mapping out the dangers of cybernetic surveillance systems and 

artificial intelligence further evolving to meet the demands of the neoliberal state. I conclude Section I 

with an analysis of hacktivism and the role of hackers in cyberwarfare carried out in the Middle East 

(the primary location of imperialist terrorism), which provides a  recent historical context for political 
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opposition currently being conducted through hacking and tactical media. By showing the strengths and

weaknesses of hacktivist efforts through documented evidence of their presence in the Arab Spring and

Syrian Civil war, I examine how their ideologies and tactics could evolve to more effectively 

undermine imperialist operations.

In Section II, I describe how biotechnology has evolved under biopolitical social dynamics to 

further impose capitalist agendas on human and nonhuman organisms in their social, molecular, and 

ecological environments. In a broad sense, I explore the impact of capitalist institutions on one’s 

biological self-care, the impact of intellectual property and eugenics on genetic science, and the impact 

of biopolitical power on constructions of selfhood formed by virtual representations of the body. In 

Section II, I also address the biopolitical implications of citizens informed by digital propaganda and 

genetic biotechnology informed by neoliberal cybernetic thought. A biopolitical analysis of the 

devastating consequences of the capitalist response to COVID-19 acts as a connecting transition for 

contextualizing biotechnology in histories of the medical industrial complex. The detriment placed on 

human rights to biological self-determination through a cisnormative conflation of reproductive 

systems with gender is supplemented by a recognition of the potential for biotechnology to delegitimize

bio-essentialist gender binaries. I focus on the body of the proletariat as an organic form, introducing an

analysis of institutional biotechnology practices’ impact on the sovereignty of working-class 

populations and the biopolitical practices which restrict their collective autonomy. I will use an analysis

of genome mapping and genetic engineering informed by cybernetic thought aligned with 

neoliberalism to show how the same ideology which motivates proprietary, centralized internet 

services, surveillance, and fascist artificial intelligence is found in the corporate-state operations 

orchestrated through biotechnology.

In Section III, I explore the realm of sonic technologies to further reinforce the shifting 

relationships created between human and nonhuman life by technology, because sound acts as a fluid 
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and transcendental line of communication between all organisms that sensorily transmit and receive 

sonic frequencies. In Section III, my call for hacktivists to consolidate their efforts towards neoliberal 

abolition presented in Section I, expands into an analysis of sonic warfare because of the explosively 

intersectional radicalism to be found in the theory that gave birth to the field. I suggest that the 

ideology developed by the Black Audio Film Collective would have profound implications if it were to 

be adopted by hacktivists, whom I propose could also strengthen their power by incorporating sonic 

technology into their work. The communications and recording technologies that facilitate sonic 

warfare are simultaneously a tool for public dissent and neoliberal coercion. As a component of this, I 

identify the capitalist appropriation of music as a commodified industry as foundational for the 

systematic suppression of political dissent in the public sphere. I show how the objectification and 

persecution of human life and political activists by propaganda and sonic weapons coalesce into the 

architectural and psychological environments of the proletariat being turned into battlegrounds for 

neoliberal affairs. Section III is then concluded with a description of a sound installation I created 

which sonically interprets the genetic code of extinct animals and musically transmits it to an audience 

in hyperactive sequences determined by their interactive behaviors. This is meant to use sound 

installation to illuminate the experience that is existentially endured by organisms subjected to 

biotechnological experimentation and to symbolically reformulate the relationship between human and 

nonhuman organisms that typically occurs in scientific practices which employ animal data.

Section IV describes two short films I’ve created that are meant to recontextualize the 

relationships between human society and nonhuman organisms, which have been redefined by 

technocratic power. In an effort to frame biopolitical control and neoliberal subversion in a multi-

territorial framework which traverses connections among the cyber, the sonic, and the biological, I 

provide a description of the films to encapsulate these intersecting ideas. My use of DIY sound 

installation and video art pays homage to the origins of tactical media while calling for an evolution of 
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its methodologies to take on the ecological complexities that subverting capitalist dystopia demands. 

Though much of what I discuss in this thesis is technical, the overall message of the films which calls 

for solidarity among the proletariat and ecologies of nonhuman organisms, is meant to show the 

insurgent need for empathetic multi-species collaboration at the heart of technocratic revolt.    

As a component of my research for this thesis, I attended the DefCon hacking conference held 

annually in Las Vegas, Nevada. This conference hosts a convergence of speakers from fields in 

technological subversion with various “villages” focused on fields ranging from social engineering, 

biohacking, cyber security, and data mining. I spent the majority of my time at the conference in the 

biohacking village, conversing with biohackers and attending workshops that allowed participants to 

engage in some of the work they are involved with. Speakers in this village who had a prominent 

impact on my studies were persons who have labs set up in their homes that they carry out DIY 

medical research in. One such person studies a rare tissue disease they are afflicted by to create their 

own cure, and in the process has learned how to use their own blood and tissue cells as substrates for 

making glass. They then use the glass to craft sculptural installations. Another participant in the 

biohacking village whose workshop I attended is the director of the Institute for Autonomous Medicine

and the Anarchist collective, Four Thieves Vinegar, Dr. Michael Laufer. Laufer uses his background in 

science and technology to teach everyday persons suffering from treatable illnesses to reverse engineer 

pharmaceutical processes and gain the ability to affordably produce their own life saving medicines. 

Laufer has also been involved in the creation of decentralized internet hardwares that can be implanted 

in the human body. Attending this conference helped ground my thesis research because it provided 

tangible evidence for the ways tactical media and DIY approaches to using technology and science can 

benefit communities who have been disempowered by corporations. 
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Section I    

The Decentralization of The Internet 

Because the internet was originally developed as a military technology used to ensure that the 

American government would have a communications system that does not fail during a nuclear attack, 

the dynamics at the core of its function reinforce the oppressive scientific and technological paradigms 

that operate specifically to exploit the power of these disciplines for the preservation of neoliberal 

dominance. The purpose of the internet's inception being to maintain government communications 

during a nuclear war, coupled with the hierarchized centralization of power that must occur in the 

sciences for nuclear weapons to be created, greatly influenced the current state of the internet, in which 

all data is forcibly transmitted through corporate-state owned servers (Ryan 2010:14-15). The 

replication of the heightened centralization of the management and regulation of the technological 

sciences that arose during the development of nuclear weaponry in the architecture of the internet 

exemplifies how imperialism has both utilized and shaped technological science to craft the most 

intensive forms of social and political control in existence. It has become increasingly clear that the 

entirety of the government's power is predicated on the exploitation of bodies and the exertion of force 

through weapons systems and computer programs created with technological science. The most 

spectacularized and positive facets of technology that have grown out of its existence in the public 

sphere will always stand in relation to the atrocities that technology has given governments the ability 

to enact against humanity. My intention is not to frame technological science as an inherent evil, but to 

illuminate the realization that a dominating majority of the technological forms created in neoliberal 

society  are the tools and products of capitalists and the military industrial complex. What has come to 

form a conceptual middle ground between those who weaponize technology and those who bear the 

violence wrought by its weaponization, is the proletariat. The proletariat was unwittingly born into 

capitalism in a position where they do not directly incite militarized violence, but passively contribute 
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to it by providing labor and profits to corporate-state entities who use the productive value of their 

passive existence to engage in political violence through technology on a global scale. This dynamic is 

reinforced by the neoliberal ideological fabrication that technological innovation cannot occur without 

capitalism. It also creates validation for the continuation of applying rapid technological advancements 

to the artilleries of imperialist warfare, by insisting that the development of vernacular technologies are 

dependent upon it. 

The fall of capitalism will necessitate the decentralization of the internet, which has begun to be

mapped out by programmers who believe in reinserting control of internet servers and data into the 

hands of internet users themselves, in an attempt to destabilize the monopolistic control that the 

corporate-state has gained on internet services. A computer scientist named Tim Berners Lee, who was 

foundational to the creation of the Internet, serving as a core developer of the World Wide Web, is a 

proponent of decentralization. Lee has lamented the current state of the internet as a gross divergence 

from his original vision. The web has evolved into an engine of inequity and division; swayed by 

powerful forces who use it for their own agendas. Furthermore, the form of centralization that the 

internet has taken on contradicts the logic informing the TCP/IP framework it was built on, which is 

predicated on the local computation of each client node (see Verborgh 2019, Re-decentralize the Web, 

for good this time).  Incidents of corrupt social manipulation that have been made possible by the 

undemocratic centralization of the internet include Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica scandal, and 

corporations such as Google and Amazon applying for patents on devices that listen for emotional 

changes in human voices. (Rehman 2019; Kroger, Lutz, and Raschke 2020). These provide evidence 

for two substantiated occurrences within a continuum of corporate-state violations against internet 

user’s privacy of insurmountably vast proportions. Richard Stallman (2018), a software freedom 

activist and computer programmer, also takes a political stance towards the surveillance and malicious 

manipulation of data collection made possible by the centralization of the internet by the corporate-
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state and the privatized control of the soft/hardwares that it operates through. Stallman recognizes 

corporations and the capitalist state as a unanimous entity because of the way that all data mined by 

corporations is made systematically available to the state. He proposes that to subvert surveillance and 

censorship people must switch to non-proprietary software which is not regulated by the National 

Security Administration (NSA), and asserts that free software is fundamentally more secure from 

corporate-state meddling and intervention. In How Much Surveillance Can Democracy Withstand? 

(2013),  Stallman also proposes that in order to prevent data from being systematically collected for 

profit and ill-intentioned social analysis, it must be broken up and stored in nodes spread across the 

network. This would involve the redesign of internet architecture so that user data is not accumulated 

by centralized servers and made available for use by the corporate-state as a tool for coercing the public

into neoliberal political and economic agendas. Other complaints about using proprietary hard/software

to host the internet critique the fact that such software is never open source, and assert that structures 

which enforce homogeneity on the internet have led to its corruption. Opposition to closed source 

software pivots around the realization that closed source internet applications and data storage inhibits 

the software from being altered by users to further liberate the free flow of information and 

communications systems. Additionally, this allows the corporate-state to hide the incriminating 

evidence of their exploitative and abusive operations, which would be found in their data gathered  

from the public. 

Many proponents of decentralizing the internet and obstructing data accumulation have created 

startups designed to give users back the privacy and autonomy that is meant to be an inherent feature of

cyber exploration. Some have even theorized the creation of an entirely new system of DNS servers 

that would fully bypass corporate-state control over DNS propagation which invites their unhindered 

access to the private information of internet users and the implementation of censorship protocols.(See 

Borgolte, Feamster, Hounsel and Schmitt  2020). The functioning of the internet as a mode of free 
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information exchange aligns with the values of decentralized power inherent to Anarchist and 

Communist political ideologies; however, the hard/softwares that facilitate it are currently under the 

hegemonic control of the corporate-state. This makes the freedom associated with the digitization of 

information partially illusory, given the hierarchical control over  DNS servers, fiber optic cables, and 

satellites which host it—none of which are in the public domain. Applying ideology of Anarchists and 

Communists to the governance of internet services would entail hacktivists making efforts to configure 

a version of the internet beyond the reach of corporate-state control. 

The internet has become increasingly commercialized amidst its infiltration into nearly all 

aspects of society, and the evolution of the internet from a decentralized to centralized network 

occurred as a direct result of its commercialization. Though the decentralization of the internet is 

commonly associated with libertarian ideologies that seek to expand and intensify its place in the free 

market, I am coming forward with an argument for internet decentralization that seeks to envision the 

operation of the internet being used as a tool for the overthrow of capitalist relations. Such an internet 

must exist in a radically decentralized form that would demand the non-hierarchized and non-

proprietary governance of its material platforms and services and obliterate the chances of its power 

being controlled or censored. This form of internet decentralization would be facilitated by reverse 

engineering the capacities of internet-connected devices which transmit and receive wifi signals to also 

host wifi and act as routers. There would be environmental benefits to decentralizing the internet in this

way because the ecologically taxing construction of bulky servers and cables which are used for 

hosting a centralized, proprietary internet controlled by the state would no longer be necessary. 

In  Anarchism and the Politics of Technology, Uri Gordon (2009)  theorizes that the dynamic 

symbiosis that occurs between technological production and societal transformation will cause 

technology to coercively morph into forms which cannot be accessed unless one is utilizing them in 

compliance with the predominating social structure. The way that the internet is managed and 
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configured can serve as an important point of insight into and reflection of the way power circulates in 

society at large. If the public were to forcibly decentralize the architecture of the internet, the power of 

the corporate-state conglomerates which currently control it would be diminished and subsumed by the 

will of the people. This would induct the creation of an alternate social structure that existed separately 

but parallel to the corporate-state in order to override it. The purpose of a decentralized internet would 

not be to heighten the free market entrepreneurship of locally competing internet service providers, but 

to create an internet that is completely free of cost and does not operate within the confines of the 

economy whatsoever. The manipulation of the internet into a source of profit leaves the free flow of 

information in a place of perpetual precariousness. There will never be a way to prevent the censoring 

and filtering of information made available on the internet, unless the manner in which the internet 

functioned made censorship impossible. Propositions for a decentralized internet that adhere to 

capitalism negate the most important aspect of decentralization—breaking the internet out of the 

economy entirely. The same forces that have warped the internet to its current phase of commercialized

centralization will gradually be reinstated into its framework if money is involved in its distribution in 

any way. Capitalist attempts at internet decentralization neutralize its most radical attributes. 
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Analysis of the Surveillance State

What does an apparatus so seemingly inhuman such as the surveillance state indicate about 

one’s ability to reflexively assert their humanity and democratically self-organize within capitalist 

society? The operations underlying surveillance technology are veiled so that the truth to their 

existence becomes abstracted in the conscious mind to be associated with feelings of both vulnerability 

and safety, but often are void of critical analysis about  who surveillance systems are meant to protect. 

In this  subsection I will  shed light on the neoliberal nature of surveillance technology, exposing it as a

system which serves the protection of capitalist institutions rather than the collective well-being of 

society. The modern surveillance industry is broken up between privatized entities that contract 

surveillance hardware to corporations, governments, the military, law enforcement, and services which 

provide the networks and servers that the data collected by this hardware is transmitted through and 

stored in. Subgroups within these categories are companies which are explicit about their intention to 

protect private property and capital and extend the breach of state agencies in the public sphere, and 

companies which assert that they merely exist to accumulate profit. Either way, I find, they  serve a 

neoliberal political agenda. My  overall purpose in this subsection is to make the ideology driving the 

pervasive existence of surveillance technology more accessible and apparent, as well as to critique it 

with Marxist, Foucauldian, and Anarchist analyses. 

The objectives of surveillance corporations span from the conduction of covert military 

operations, to providing technological infrastructure for law enforcement, to the protection of assets 

enshrined within the institution of private property. These objectives are all encompassed by broader 

themes of nationalism, patriotism, security, and public welfare. Societies are exposed to and interact 

with the material artifacts of the surveillance state on a daily basis; they are embedded in it as much as 

it is embedded in the landscape of any sprawling metropolis. Nearly anywhere a person goes in public 

space, they are expecting and consenting to being recorded by the corporate-state. Images of faces and 
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bodies abound in the databases connected to surveillance systems, tracking people’s immediate 

behaviors while also encompassing evidence of their collective transmutations over time. However, it 

is evident that surveillance systems exist to confine human behavior and modes of social organization 

within a specific set of guidelines which adhere to the perpetuation of capitalism (Galic, Timan and 

Koops 2017). Analyzing the surveillance state through its physical embodiment in cameras, networks, 

digital monitors and audio/visual recordings provides a starting point from which its expansive 

intangibilities can begin to be understood as a form of material culture. The surveillance state’s 

physical manifestation in the material culture of society is driven by mechanisms which are vastly 

superstructural and nonmaterial. What I intend to bring into clarity here also is the control over 

surveillance technology that the everyday citizen could exert if endowed with the motivation and 

knowledge to. I will now discuss the cultural implications wrought by the mass presence of 

surveillance technology that is being contorted in the human psyche by neoliberal ideology.  The 

pervasive presence of surveillance technology in the public sphere implies not only that society is 

entrenched in  a culture rooted in practices of war, but also that this war is dependent on their 

participation in sequences of activities that seemingly have no connection to warfare. This is the 

twisted logic that the surveillance state would like people to believe. In actuality, the material remnants 

of pixelated data left by bodies in surveillance feeds indicates their participation in militarized 

oppression wielded at an international scale (Conniry 2019). Ultimately, this analysis seeks to answer 

the following question; what does the presence of surveillance technology indicate about capitalist 

society’s conceptions of democracy and the nature of the government entities who implement its 

usage? 

My analysis of the surveillance state follows current trends in anthropological research which 

focus on the ways cultural ideas serve economic and political interests and aims to be cognizant of the 

differences in how power is exerted in society. It is clear that modern-day warfare is forged through 
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technological means; what is not so apparent is the leverage and stake that civilian people have in the 

militarization of technology. What does the mere awareness of a surveillance camera and the corporate 

entity which derives profit from its utilization say about the cultural implications of its presence in 

public space? One could surmise that the divide between those who surveil versus those who are 

surveilled is largely based on class and race. The most crucial characteristics to be determined about 

surveillance systems are where their political power is sourced from and for what political agenda they 

are being installed to advance (see Bernal 2016).

Nearly every surveillance corporation overtly conveys its purpose as  a means for defending 

capitalist institutions. Surveillance corporations are organized based on their role in upholding 

neoliberal political ideology according to their involvement in military operations, the police force, or 

the protection of private property. Corporations either explicitly proclaim allegiance to imperialist 

structures, stating that they are directly connected to military operations or state their value in 

protecting corporate assets. A corporation called Axis has expressed its ability to map demographics of 

a company’s customer base so as to more effectively generate profit from their consumption patterns. 

Their technology achieves this by identifying the age range and gender of customers and sending 

targeted advertisements to display monitors as they walk past. Technology geared toward the 

surveillance of human populations which assert having a dedication to public safety and national 

security is appropriate material for a biopolitical analysis. Foucauldian philosophies about the relation 

of state sovereignty to the management of life and death, reducing a society to nothing more than a 

population to be authoritatively managed, help deconstruct the intentions of surveillance states. (Galic, 

Timan and Koops,  2017). 

The more extensively a surveillance corporation exists to serve the military, the more 

pervasively it utilizes technology to create cybernetic communication systems for the orchestration of 

warfare operations. Even corporations that pander to an ambiguous customer base blatantly espouse 
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capitalist philosophies which direct their purpose toward the defense and expansion of industrialized 

consumerism. This indicates that the perpetuation of capitalism is dependent on the continual evolution

of technology that maintains the status quo and quells resistance to the dehumanizing conditions of this 

economic system by fostering the belief that public society exists in subordination to the neoliberal 

state apparatus. For a population to continue subjecting their bodies to the contradictory cycles of 

capitalist participation, they must be psychologically restricted by an unresolvable fear of provoking 

the wrath of state authority that is abetted?  by a fear of not understanding how society could remain 

intact without the intervention of the very authority that instigates the oppression and chaos which 

drives this fear. 

Karl Marx describes the logic underlying this process in The Communist Manifesto through the 

following quotes: “The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionising the instruments of 

production, and thereby the relations of production, and with them the whole relations of society.”  

“Constant revolutionising of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting 

uncertainty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones” (Marx 1848). I invoke 

these ideas presented by Marx to formulate an analysis of surveillance technology as a sector of the 

neoliberal state apparatus which has embedded itself into material production to appear democratized, 

but whose entire existence is meant only to further entrench authoritative state power in the public 

sphere and catalyze modes of oppressive governance which increase the proximity of state jurisdiction 

and state- sanctioned violence to the physical bodies of a population (see Kuchs 2013). The broader 

purpose of the surveillance industry is to indoctrinate the public sphere into embodying the ideological 

moral code of the capitalist state. The authoritarian agenda of surveillance systems is veiled in the 

misconception that the agency with which small businesses, corporations, public institutions, and 

militaries alike utilize surveillance technology is indicative of a healthy democracy rather than a 
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collectively upheld safeguard to capitalism which restricts a revolutionary egalitarian society from 

being spawned. 

The ability for surveillance technology to be so embedded in the capitalist economy reveals that

it accumulates profit through violence. It is clear that the wealth gained by the surveillance industry is 

reliant on the constant threat of violence and the continued invocation of fear in the public sphere. The 

artificially constructed need to have recording equipment whose data is amenable to the subjective 

jurisdiction of the state, in order to prevent conflict and provide security, can only gain traction in a 

society where finding resolution to conflict through nonviolent communication is discouraged. The 

nature of the surveillance state also shows that the violence perpetrated against marginalized people by 

the police is orchestrated through officers who illegitimately instigate conflict in marginalized 

communities. How can the surveillance industry exist to maintain security and keep people safe if the 

logic of its market value depends on the heightened threat of violence for profit margins to increase? 

The inextricable connection between surveillance systems and the conduction of warfare further proves

that the ideologically fronted intent to provide “protection” and “security”  is a contradiction which is 

only reconcilable if these terms are reoriented to imply the protection and security of oppressive 

systems at the expense of the privacy, autonomy, and safety of the proletariat populations over whom 

these systems seek to wield power.
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Circumventing Fascist / Colonialist A.I.

A.I. has already made its descent into the socio-technological means of production that capital 

is circulated through and protected by. In the book Inhuman Power, Artificial Intelligence and the 

Future of Capitalism (2019),  Nick Dyer-Whitheford, Atle Mikkola Kjosen and James Steinhoff 

grapple with both the concrete transformations that A.I. has already catalyzed within society and 

theoretical tunnels predicting the dystopic unraveling that  A.I. geared towards the preservation of the 

capitalist system would provoke. The authors analyze the spectrum of potential held by A.I. and the 

threats to social liberation that have already been posed by its development and implementation in 

relation to Marxism. In many ways the literature is framed as a crucial update to Marxist ideology 

which dissects the role of technological development in advancing the efficiency of capitalist systems 

and expands it to include A.I.  Emphasis is placed on the integration of new technologies into the 

industrialization of material production, distribution, and consumption in the privatized economic 

sectors that exist between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Close attention is paid to the dynamic that

techno industrialism creates between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat as a tool suspended between 

the oppressor and oppressed classes and mitigates their relations defined by profit and exploitation. 

This dynamic creates a viable axis for raising the consciousness of the working class to a place 

where they are aware of the power they carry through the bourgeoisie’s dependence on their technical 

expertise and labor. Raised class consciousness ideally evolves into the strategic praxis of sabotaging 

the production process to instigate immense profit loss as resistance to the complacency of corporate 

power. Such possibilities are delineated through a strain of Marxist thought known as “Autonomous 

Marxism” which prioritizes the realms of potential bound within the strength and autonomy of workers 

as an opportune counterpoint to the overwhelming force of capitalist entrenchment in machinic powers.

Autonomists reshaped the Marxian concept of the “composition of capital” to accord theoretical focus 

to the composition of the working class and its fluctuating capacities to enact oppositional resistance 
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against capitalist domination (Dyer-Withefors, Kjosen and Steinhoff 2019: 69).  Autonomous Marxists 

further developed the concept of working class composition in relation to the idea of the “social 

factory,” which aimed to describe capital and its processes of production and circulation in their 

entirety by articulating the method through which  capital commandeers the social system  as a circuit. 

The metaphor of the circuit acts to signify the systematized networks of socio-economic activity 

preconfigured in service of capitalist operations, as well as prospective aptitudes for meddling and 

disruption these systems contain.(2019: 70). Dyer-Withefors, Kjosen and Steinhoff note that 

autonomism conceived its ideas of worker power in the social factory concurrently with the point at 

which capital’s adoption of cybernetic technologies began to present unprecedented challenges to the 

fundamental premises of autonomist thought. Capitalism’s utilization of cybernetic technologies to 

inhibit and prevent the power of the working class from coalescing  into revolutionary organizations 

forged in solidarity and motivation to overthrow the oppressive capitalist regime effectively broke the 

strength of the mass worker by debilitating unions, automating production, outsourcing labor to low-

regulation zones across the globe, and engineering finance to be an economic sector based on 

speculation governed by algorithms and derivatives (2019: 71). 

The obstacle that cybernetics posed to the strength and unity of the working class masses has 

transpired into an intuitive labyrinthine of colossal proportion as neural nets and machine-learning 

software researched and developed by computer scientists are coded and trained to perform functions 

that further  capitalist penetration into the embodied experience of social engagement. The authors’ 

foreshadowing of the ultimate fate of capitalist society and its impending vortex of destruction under 

the tyrannically formulaic clutches of technocratic A.I. envisages capital itself as the synthetic form 

which becomes cognitized, such that capital gains autonomy from humans (2019: 31). The immense 

dread that accompanies this depiction is explained by confronting a techno-fascist/hyper-capitalist 

reality where all systems and apparatuses which orchestrate imperialist repression, surveillance, racism,
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class division, extortive economic relations, psychological manipulation, and illegitimate political rule 

managed through censorship and propaganda have developmentally consolidated into A.I. networks 

sustained without human efforts. The bourgeois would continue accumulating profit and power at the 

expense and continued dispossession of the proletariat, who would still be navigationally and 

materially dependent on the capitalist system for survival (2019: 129). 

The state of neural nets and machine learning software at present is characterized by its 

embedded biases, which privilege the visibility and dissemination of neoliberal agendas and colonialist 

ideals, accumulate data to amplify the precision and flexibility of deceptive political campaigns waged 

in cyberspace, and  increase the intrusiveness and vigilance of surveillance. Crafted to exploit the 

faculties of human perception that are made vulnerable by emotional response and habitual behavior, 

premature phases of A.I. are already geared to the detriment of the human condition and revolutionary 

struggle for the benefit of the capitalist state. According to Dyer-Withefors, Kjosen and Steinhoff, 

corporations such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook have already used A.I. technology in abusive and 

incriminating projects. Amazon is guilty of the unethical use of A.I. to monitor their employees and has

developed and sold facial identification software to police departments and ICE called Rekognition, 

which uses pretrained algorithms and will undoubtedly evolve to incorporate A.I. as it advances. 

Google developed Project Maven for the Pentagon, which uses machine learning to improve targeting 

for drone strikes, and Facebook perpetrated Cambridge Analytica with algorithms engineered with 

machine learning (2019: 102-105). A.I. that has been developed without predatory incentives has still 

been vulnerable to producing discriminatory results because the datasets it was trained on pander to and

represent racist, sexist, and fascist assumptions. There has been pushback from the employees of these 

corporations and acts of protest made by radicalized citizens, but too few have pledged to boycott, 

terminate their employment, or demand that the corporate heads be brought to justice for an impact 

serious enough to end their oppressive operations.  I believe the proletariat has largely succumbed to 
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delusions which maintain ignorance about how their interactions with and economic contributions to 

these corporations sustain and ignite corporate deployment of fascist A.I. projects. Society at large 

seems oblivious to how the erroneous amounts of capital and data they transfer to corporate technocrats

morally implicates them in oppression mediated by cybernetics and A.I. The algorithms and programs 

that facilitate fascist and militaristic uses of artificial intelligence are funded and developed because of 

submissive economic support and data contributions provided by the proletariat’s everyday 

engagement with cyber interfaces controlled by the corporate-state. Reservoirs of their private data are 

used as datasets to train A.I. software and neural net algorithms to perform surveillance operations and 

enhance the capabilities of weapons systems. Ludites, extremist proponents of Primitivist thought 

believe that the only way to opt out of participating in the perpetuation of techno-fascist projects is to 

abstain from technology entirely, which I do not find to be true. As mentioned in the previous 

subsection regarding the decentralization of the internet, it is possible for every person to configure 

internet services, search engines, and social media platforms that exist in complete independence from 

corporate-state control or interception. Creating encrypted networks  run by the proletariat and for the 

proletariat only that utilize the inherent capabilities of one’s device to host and route wifi as individual 

nodes, rather than allowing this process to be mediated by corporate servers, would restrict the ongoing

advancement of techno-fascist initiatives. This would leave machine learning algorithms without access

to reservoirs of personal data that their capabilities are melded to and sharpened by. The war waged 

against proletarian uprisings by the state would no longer have the advantage granted to it by the 

working class’s mass participation in corporate-state networks that feed their data into A.I. systems 

oriented towards the targeted elimination of anti-capitalist movements and leaders. The preservation of 

undemocratic political regimes that maintain power through projects of mass deception and 

surveillance would also be made more vulnerable. 
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As proponents of the revolutionary reconfiguration of capitalist technological systems, Dyer-

Withefors, Kjosen and Steinhoff  speculate about how communist A.I. could manifest. They begin  by 

reflecting on the militaristic origins of A.I. and the emergence of cybernetic and semi-autonomous 

weapons systems that it made possible (2019: 125). The authors postulate the communistic fate of A.I. 

in conjunction with the sociopolitical fallout, disintegrating networks, and degrading infrastructures by 

which  post-revolution societies would be distinguished. The dissolution of the capitalist state is framed

with a certain inevitability, which predicts the efforts of anti-capitalist forces being eclipsed by the 

sabotage capital is launching against itself in the murky confluence of cyber war and cyber crime that 

render networks increasingly dysfunctional. This indicates that the technological apparatuses that 

encompass capitalism will not advance rapidly enough to accommodate capital’s escalating destructive 

tendencies, causing the networks inhabited by the corporate-state to implode under the velocity of 

cyber tensions (2019: 153).

The authors propose that communist approaches to A.I. should give primacy to the liquidation 

of capital’s structural dynamics. This proposition is strongly supported by an earlier statement, which 

reads: “For workers to take command of such systems, to seize the control panel of the global factory, 

would be to assume management of a system constitutively hostile to them. The very design of end-to-

end logistics is predicated on the high volume and hyper global distribution of the commodities whose 

necessity was precisely what should be thrown into question by social revolution” (2019: 149). When 

analyzed in relation to the authors’ final conclusions about communist A.I., this statement addresses a 

problem to be encountered by post-revolution society which is often neglected. The author seeks to 

reconcile how to transformatively eliminate the destructive qualities of the capitalist economic system 

that would remain inherent even if ownership over it was equitably redistributed amongst the working 

class as a collective. The authors make several points in this quote that speak to the radical integrity 

that must be demanded of victorious proletarian revolutionaries as they undertake the egalitarian 
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reformulation of formerly capitalist systems. The use of A.I. by an unfolding communist nation could 

assist in alleviating the growing pains of its transition, especially if faced with resolving ecological 

crises and resource scarcity by predictively mapping the environmental consequences of resource 

extraction and solving the logistical problems attached to creating a planned economy and methods of 

resource distribution that are sustainable and meet the needs of the entire population (2019: 161). 
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Hacktivism 

 In this subsection I will begin examining hacktivism as a tool for revolutionary political 

resistance and dissent in civil society and fields of militant radicalism. A focus on the interconnection 

between these two public spheres is meant to emphasize how computer technologies and the internet 

facilitate social engagement in opposing surveillance, censorship, democratic suppression, and warfare 

conducted by oppressive statist regimes. Analysis of the capacity for state subversion carried out in 

cyberspace to effectively alter the physical conditions of institutionally perpetrated oppression will 

converge with an analysis of the growing awareness of the necessity to employ technology as a means 

of international mass political organization and defense against military invasion to achieve and protect

social welfare and liberation. The hacktivist pursuit of social emancipation through destroying digital 

barriers which restrict the unfettered dissemination of information, assert rights to free speech on the 

internet, and expose corruption within corporate state entities unveils the importance of understanding 

how globally experienced oppression has become embedded in cybernetic systems.  These cybernetic 

systems are compatible with the capabilities of the everyday citizen’s computer, rendering it a useful 

tool for self-directed intervention in undemocratic state practices.

Thematic continuities across literature which examines hacktivism are the recognition of its 

roots in anarchist principles, strong obligations to alleviate human rights abuses felt by hacktivists, 

criticism of the exploitative bureaucracy imposed on the internet, disdain for the capitalist 

superstructure, and the value of nonhierarchical organization within hacktivist groups. Many 

hacktivists use the metaphorical significance of the rhizome to represent the fluid and decentralized 

manner in which members transfer power within their collective and orchestrate initiatives. The 

rhizome is also used to describe the logic underlying the functionality of the internet itself, which in its 

optimal manifestation distributes data and channels wifi reflexively across nodes in a mesh network 

where there are no central locations of power for data control,  and collective access cannot be 
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externally revoked (Beck 2016). A large portion of publicly documented hacktivist actions pertain to 

the infamous hacktivist collective, Anonymous, as well as the pervasive influence of hacktivism and 

cyber warfare in the Syrian civil war and uprisings associated with the Arab Spring that took place in 

Tunisia and Egypt. (Karatzogianni 2013). Iraq and Iran are also places of recurring hacktivist actions, 

due to the war crimes and abuses at the hands of the U.S. military that hacktivists have exposed and 

retaliated against. Conflicts in the Middle East as told through hacktivist operatives and cyber warfare 

depict a starkly different reality than what is portrayed by mainstream media. This in itself provides 

great insight into the grasp that corporate-state entities have on the political ideologies held by their 

respective citizenries as a result of the manipulation and suppression of information and digital 

evidence that hegemonic technological control permits.

I should address the contention around the political validity of hacktivist groups and the tactics 

they employ to fight for and secure social justice.  The political stances of hacktivists are often 

contested because of their dedication to anonymity and the shifting political agendas they subsequently 

advance in their pursuit to defend democracy and human rights. Though many hacktivists claim a deep 

philosophical allegiance to anarchism, a nuanced analysis of the political circumstances their actions 

fall within can oscillate uncomfortably among libertarianism, liberalism, and Marxism. Hacktivists 

often see their refusal to align with or operate on behalf of any one political ideology or entity as a 

primary source of their strength against corporate-state powers;  however the fluidity of the ideology 

under which they operate can make their actions susceptible to unintentionally advancing neoliberal 

and imperialist agendas. A core objective of this subsection which contemplates the extent to which 

hacktivist groups can alter the physically embodied consequences of oppression through resistance 

carried out in cyberspace is entangled with their amorphous political principles. It is common for 

hacktivists to assist in revolutions and struggles for democracy in foreign countries to which they have 

no direct ties, and this is characteristic of two prominently known hacktivist collectives; Anonymous 
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and Telecomix. This intervention can make the hacktivists in question prone to a spectrum of 

dissonances and misconceptions about the manifestation of the fights for democracy they are 

intervening in and the global political realities by which they are encompassed. This is especially 

relevant to hacktivists in the United States and Europe, where their  anti-statist values can lead them to 

automatically align with the struggle of foreign revolutionaries seeking insurgence without critically 

researching what government body would be instituted post collapse and how this regime change 

would benefit imperialist forces.

 Awareness of this provides important context for hacktivist actions involving the Syrian civil 

war. It should be recognized that hacktivists located in imperialist nations such as the United States are 

subjected to powerful propaganda that can deceptively influence their understanding of the crisis 

portrayed in Syria. Such propaganda seeks to incite actions which aid Syrian dissidents and to obscure 

how their revolt was instigated by and serves the interests of the imperialist war machine. (see 

APPENDIX: A).  Deeper investigation reveals that the U.S. government has incentive to overthrow 

Bashar Assad’s regime in order to install a puppet government in Syria which would concede to 

neoliberalist demands for resource exploitation. Revolting militant factions in Syria were also 

organized and trained by U.S. forces (Nafeez Ahmed 2013). Ahmed’s report in The Guardian  provides

an example of how hacktivists' flexible political ideologies can cause them to aid rather than hinder the 

very projects of imperialism and democratic suppression they attempt to resist. Hacktivists involved in 

the struggles of nations that are continually under imperialist attack must be aware that their fight to 

absolve oppression in these places must prioritize support for the government's defense against 

imperialist powers if they truly stand for liberation. Though critique of Assad’s regime is surely 

justified, it should not supersede Assad’s goal to abolish the presence of the imperialist military forces 

in Syria, which is devastatingly more oppressive and undemocratic than his own regime.
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 Situated within the question of how capable hacktivism is  creating tangible change in political 

systems is a question regarding hacktivists’ conceptualizations of political power and injustice and how

these conceptualizations guide their approach to political action and shape the radicalism of the work 

they carry out. The answer to this question lies in a cognizance of how widely internet connected 

technologies have infiltrated every component of industrial society, and how reliant governments and 

their militaries are on internet-connected technologies to function and maintain power. In a paper titled 

Anonymous and the Political Ethos of Hacktivism, Luke Goode (2015) explains how all hacktivist 

movements are latent with the seeds of socialism and attributes hacktivist philosophies which condemn 

corporations and practices of alienated labor to be proto marxian. Two other papers expand on how 

hacktivist techniques and philosophies can be used to reconfigure capitalist political structures to be 

amenable to non-hierarchical, self-determined organization and prevent the potential for oppressive 

powers to assemble a hegemonic techno-state apparatus: “Abstract Hacktivism as a Model for Post 

Anarchist Organizing” by Simon Collister (2014)  and “Securing the Anthropocene, International 

Policy Experiments in digital hacktivism; A Case Study in Jakarta by David Chandler (2016). Both 

authors orient their discussion  around  recognition of the inescapability with which humans and social 

systems have become interwoven with technology; they propose ideas about how the relationship 

humans have created with technology can be altered from one of mandated coercion to a symbiosis that

extends and protects individual autonomy and the collective well-being of society. Securing the 

Anthropocene, International Policy Experiments in digital hacktivism;  A Case Study in Jakarta 

focuses on how the use of big data collection by oppressive forces to predictively manage populations 

could be democratically repurposed as a means of community empowerment to interpret and respond to

emerging social and environmental problems with creative solutions. Chandler states, “Pulling 

techniques out of the technological system in order to free them from the ground designs of social 

engineers and technocratic planners captures the aspirations of digital policy activists in Jakarta.” 
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Abstract Hacktivism as a Model for Post Anarchist Organizing presents ideas about how cybernetics 

provides a viable model for anarchist political organization where the social structure is perpetually 

modified by reactive processes of environmental feedback to enable self-organization in complex 

circumstances and surroundings. A poignant quote from this piece states that abstract hacktivism offers

“the potential for human activists and nonhuman technology to fuse together to act on the prefigurative 

refusal to leave the construction of alternatives until after the revolution” (Collister 2014). Collister 

recognizes the possibility for cybernetic social models and the power generated by their reflexivity to 

be appropriated by the state to expand the breadth and mobility of capitalist forces in a way which 

parallels but inverts the logic underlying of statements  made by Chandler, who s seeks to reformulate 

the strategies of technological hegemony to usurp their power and strengthen democratic resistance. A 

correlational analysis further reveals how sociopolitical systems and technology simultaneously mold 

each other, allowing social agency crafted by technology to either unjustly endow institutions with an 

inordinate amount of political leverage, or to proportionally distribute power throughout a social 

collective in such a way that prohibits any entity from accumulating power to a degree which imposes 

their domination on the collective. Though it is clear which side of this coin capitalist society has fallen

to, both of these pieces vindicate the momentum that technology gives a society in its struggle to 

redesign political organization.

The ideologies outlined in Abstract Hacktivism as a Model for Post Anarchist Organizing” and

“Securing the Anthropocene, International Policy Experiments in digital hacktivism;  A Case Study in 

Jakarta provoke contemplation about how the ideological methods through which  hacktivists 

coordinate political resistance might be limiting the strength and traction of their resistance. In the fight

for democracy against a meticulously organized technocratic state apparatus, it seems necessary for a 

resistance to orchestrate an overthrow with an organizational unity that rivals that of the state for a 

revolution to commence. Values held by hacktivist collectives which prioritize flexible group structure 
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and an undefined political agenda would need to be sacrificed to dismantle and wither the power of the 

capitalist state to a great enough extent  for  visions of liberated democracies to be implemented.  

The work of hacktivists is also sometimes refuted as being purely symbolic. Though this can be 

true of actions which deface and disable websites, the symbolic character of such actions is not 

inherently different from protestors in the streets carrying signs and jamming traffic. Aside from the 

fear that the physical threat of a critical mass initiates, political messages propagated in cyberspace that

inhibit a corporate state entity from its routine functions on the internet can place just as much pressure 

on them to discontinue abusive and undemocratic practices. Due to the role of the militarized police 

state in protecting corporate interests and the jurisdiction it is granted to kill and imprison protestors 

who push the parameters of their expressive freedoms too far, hacktivists which compromise an 

institution’s economic standing or social reputation through cyberspace, and the veil of anonymity and 

immunity from  legal consequences that it provides them, might even incite more fear than a physical 

protest. This is the beauty of hacktivism;  substantial damage can be inflicted on statist entities in 

cyberspace that would not be possible if pursued in physical space. The emplacement of finances, the 

private exchange of potentially vilifying information, communication services, and the conduct of 

statist and military operations over the internet make the power of any corporate state entity vulnerable 

to computer users with radical political agendas. Political organization facilitated by instantaneous 

international group communication over the internet has also made the synchronic global orchestration 

of mass protests united by a single cause possible. This is why cyberspace became such a threat to the 

Egyptian and Tunisian governments brought into question by revolutionaries during the Arab Spring, 

because activists are reliant on cybercommunication to effectively organize mass demonstrations 

against the state. Hacktivists operating within Tunisia and as international supporters of the Tunisian 

struggle used dial-up internet service to override internet censorship and shutdowns and deface the 

website of the prime minister, ultimately forcing the president to resign (Landorf 2014: 84-86). In 
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Egypt, President Honsi Mubarak was forced to step down as the result of protests originating on the 

internet. During the protests, he shut down every internet server in the country except for one. 

Hacktivists responded by faxing thousands of instruction pamphlets on how to evade the shutdown 

through free dial-up connections hosted by modem banks to public centers in Egypt (Konig 2014: 80-

95). 

The array of hacktivist actions and political demonstrations mediated by the internet that 

occured  within political conflict in the Middle East reveal that political resistance carried out in 

cyberspace has a very loaded and visceral impact on governments, dissidents, struggles for democracy, 

and the nature of anti-statist social movements. It is made clear by state efforts to censor, surveil, and 

revoke internet access to preserve their power that internet technologies have the ability to incite 

political revolution if used properly, as exemplified in Tunisia and Egypt. Perceptions of government 

bodies and the actions of their militaries that are generated through the dissemination of information 

and media on the internet also prove to be a crucial factor on which state legitimacy is hinged. The 

control and manipulation of information made available on the internet is a primary tactic employed by 

states to manage social unrest. It is evident that because the political ideologies of a social body are 

now generated by internet engagement, their motivation and moral obligation to pursue political 

intervention will be greatly determined by the information they are exposed to in cyberspace. The 

claims of physical torture made by hacktivists from the Syrian opposition implicate the subjection of 

the body to state violence as a result of cyberwarfare, which is often thought to have ramifications that 

are merely digital and not sensorily experienced (see APPENDIX- A). There have since been numerous

additional  documented occurrences of physical combat as a response to cyberwarfare;  one is  the 

bombing of a team of hacktivists in the Palestinian resistance by the Israeli Defense Force (Newman 

2019). The direct harm imposed on bodies which pursue the democratization of digital information and 
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orchestrate political resistance through cyber methods further serves to validate the substantiality of the

threat that hacktivists pose to state power. 
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Section II
 Biotechnology and Biopolitics

This section will be framed around a discussion of the nature of the body politic engineered by 

corporate-state media in relation to the consummation of biotechnology by militaristic state apparatuses

that seek to enact agendas of capitalist governance on populations through psychological and biological

manipulation. A convergence of ideas concerning different techno scientific fields and components of 

social life will be interwoven through Foucauldian biopolitical theory and an analysis of societal 

subjugation to digital neoliberal propaganda. I will deconstruct the psychological impact of neoliberal 

propaganda that villianizes non-Western countries and peoples as threats to the biological safety and 

security of imperialist society, using ideas found in biopolitical theory and virtual reality media 

installations. Theories offered in Mark Hansen’s Bodies in Code (2006) and by Jonanthan King in 

Tactical Biopolitics (2009) will be integrated to create a new analytic biopolitical perspective oriented 

toward the use of digital media by the corporate-state to psychologically control populations with false 

reports of foreign dangers such as terrorism, disease, and bioweaponry. The dissemination of fake 

media as a psychological tool for swaying public support towards initiatives of national security has 

taken shape in a variety of fictitious narratives ranging from political leaders in the Middle East 

harboring nuclear weapons to lethal viruses being developed by Russia and China to enact bioterrorism

against the imperialist Western sphere (King 2009: 401-402). It is evident that such false information 

was used as  propaganda to  validate the imperialist West’s condemnation of foreign adversaries. Fear-

mongering tactics such as these and many others termed “red scare” and “yellow peril” enable  

legislation surrounding public health and national security to  be used as a guise for directing more 

funding towards  militarized suppression and control of democracy and resources in nations that resist 

the extortive demands of imperial authorities. Information regarding public health and safety 

propagated by the neoliberal state can bebrought into question as it pertains to the media’s 
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objectification of strife endured by imperialist victims and xenophobic fallacies that induce paranoia 

about biological hazards being inflicted on Western society by conspiring foreign powers.  

I conceptualize corporate state media as a mechanism that aims to psychosocially isolate 

neoliberal populations from the international social sphere and also alienate them from their own 

organic form by flooding global communication networks with fraudulent narratives produced by the 

capitalist media industry. I will describe how the neoliberal propaganda machine is a media apparatus 

that generates fallacies to circumvent unbiased and uncensored flows of information about international

health and safety concerns. I will then comparatively abstract the neoliberal propaganda machine in 

relation to biotechnology practices predicated on the isolation of DNA from the informational stimuli 

of its cellular environment. Contention between the individual, the population, local resident, and 

global inhabitant that become concurrently implicated in the fallacious suspicions raised by corporate 

state media will be deconstructed by resituating the psyche of the proletariat as an entity which can be 

extracted from the informational stimuli of corporeal reality through the dissonant intervention of 

neoliberal propaganda. I provide support for the psychologically rooted phenomena that underpin this 

dynamic with theories that consolidate such phenomena into three hallucinatory bodily constructions. 

Digital media’s propensity to create a schism between the psyche and its corporeal vessel is 

substantiated as being a foundational attribute by theories which observe the discordant split between 

the staticism of the body image as a subjective representation and the kinetic agency of its objective 

physical form.

Foucault laid an intricate and precise foundation for understanding the governance of life and 

death that functions as the core objective of the capitalist state in its pursuit of unrivaled societal 

domination. His theories remain in the abstract as he conceptualizes the implications underlying 

governing forces who decide which demographic sectors of their subordinate populations will be 

“made” to live and those which the state will “let” die (Biddick 2016:1). The level of abstraction which
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characterizes his contemplation concerning phenomena so irreducibly tangible such as life and death 

works to unveil how the state generates the capacity to both obstruct and facilitate life on a mass scale 

by depriving the social aggregate of the pillars most fundamental to the nuanced faculties of their 

humanity. The dispossession of individual and collective agency within society that occurs inherently 

in this process gives the state the perceptual vantage point needed to formulate social masses into 

compliant political subjects whose lives are dictated by premeditated external forces of regulation, 

rationality, and control. Under such a system the unhindered will and impassioned directives of social 

members become sequestered under psychologically contrived pressures to submit to the protective 

maintenance of bodily boundaries that have been illusorily compromised by a feigned national 

vulnerability to foreign aggression. Mechanisms of regulation and control become obscured by 

internalized fears that one's biological threshold is persistently in jeopardy. Actions which cause people

to position themselves as consenting participants in aggrandized schematics orchestrated by the 

corporate-state to render the individual devoid of the mental drive needed to facilitate self-care under 

autonomous and non-surveilled conditions are carried out in service to the delusion that bodily integrity

will be imperiled if it is not preserved through preventative measures laid out by capitalist institutions. 

Foucault speaks to the intersecting modes of perception between the individual’s seeking to alleviate 

neurosis, fostered by an artificially construed sense of bodily instability and fragility, by procuring 

infrastructural utilities mitigated by the corporate state and the organization responsible for purveying 

the ideological tools which substantiate this neurosis induced in masse through analysing regimes of 

knowledge production. Foucault unveils how the fallacy that one’s survival rests in such extreme 

degrees of precariousness can be propagated and validated by information which is institutionally 

disseminated and subsequently acts to disenfranchise the merit and influence of locally created 

understandings that remain contextualized in the lived experiences of communities. Critique of 

institutionalized regimes of knowledge production is developed through the dialogic incorporation of 
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locally produced knowledge. The cogency of local knowledge is asserted by the gravitas of its 

manifestation as genealogical history and is central to understanding the sharp dichotomy present 

between the extrapolation of social populations into macro and micro levels of existence that give 

biopolitics its aptitude for mass governance (Prasad 2009). 

The premise that assemblages of information presented by neoliberal media which propose 

insights into the biological security of an entire society, potential threats to this security, and how one 

should respond to and prevent such threats can remain applicable to both a geographically stratified 

mass populace and the locally situated individual points directly to a pivotal flaw of such information 

and the fallibility of the primacy it is given in the social percept. The flawed nature of this premise has 

been replicated in the rhetoric of biotechnological production which attempts to mold understandings 

of the genome with the language of cybernetics. This flaw is the envisioning of life itself, whether in 

the embodied form of the human or the modular nodes of genetic tissue, as basal compartments to be 

modified as entities which adhere to an ordained taxonomic conformity. Such portrayals of life 

supersede the role of vastly fluctuating environmental factors in circumscribing the specific 

interrelationships that evince the singularity of the organism as a being autonomously navigating the 

sensorial matrix it is contextually embedded within. In two chapters of  Tactical Biopolitics (2009), 

Claire Pentecoste’s Outfitting the Laboratory of the Symbolic and The Ethics of Experiential 

Engagement with the Manipulation of Life by Oron Catts and Ionat Zurr, the authors illuminate the 

misleading conceptual framework through which understandings of genetics are communicated to the 

public as they are recapitulated in the lexicon of cyber informatics. According to Pentecoste, “Well 

funded specializations in biology, under the rubric of genetics, bioinformatics, and biotechnology is a 

function of how biology has been adapted to the mechanics of the hegemonic doxa of our time, 

neoliberalism” (2009: 110). The skewed nature of this practice is exemplified in commonly circulated 
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phrases which refer to the genome as “the code of life” and can be attributed to the presumed linkage 

between the digital revolution and the forthcoming biological revolution. 

Associations of the genome with code are problematized by the authors because of the 

misconception this generates that life itself is an interface apt for intervention through virtualized edits 

that will fluidly produce the intended results of scientists playing god (Catts and Zurr 2009: 126-127). 

Such ideas are incredibly reductive with regard to the corporeal reality of organisms subjected to 

genetic engineering, and conceal the elemental veracity of the cellular context that DNA is expressed 

within. “There is no such thing as a standard component, because even a standard component works 

differently depending on the environment,” states a professor of genetic and tissue engineering quoted 

by Catts and Zurr to capsulize the codependency of DNA on the cellular environment it is comprised of

and encompassed by, and that determines the characteristics of its expression. DNA never acts outside 

of  context of the cell (2009: 137). The authors also note the foundations of cell theory which 

emphasize the communal interrelationships of cells, implying that the use of genetic substrates as a 

referential means for interpreting and altering the materiality of life should be directed toward their 

environment rather than being synthesized into a code. There is a theoretical parallel  between the role 

of propaganda used by the state to generate fears of the body’s susceptibility to fabricated harms as a 

form of political coercion and the deceptive rhetorical alignment of the genome with cybernetic 

information theory. This parallel can be illustrated by the observation that cells will behave differently 

in a body and a petri dish, in this case because of their context and historical occurrences of populations

being coerced into behaviors that support imperialism when  global communications are supplanted by 

media which pose foreign nations as threats to their safety. 

Despite all of this, the formulation of biology and genetics in the language of cybernetics is not 

completely unfounded or at odds with veristic representations of how technology has impacted the 

orchestration of organic life. Much of it is rooted in the role that computational machinery has played 
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in the mapping and sequencing of genomes and the digital depictions which make their existence 

comprehensible  to the human mind. However, given the position of power that neoliberal agendas hold

over the development of biotechnology it remains true that the angle at which it is institutionally 

approached is biased towards the expansion of capital. This predetermines the majority of genetic and 

biotechnological research to be oriented in a way that debilitates the creation of scientific findings that 

would cultivate revelations that controvert neoliberal ideas which seek to confine the power of life 

governing forces to their capacity as modes of capital production. The true potential of biotechnology 

and genetic engineering lies dormant in the midst of corporations seeking to restrict intellectual 

engagement with these fields to scientists willing to perform work that serves the exploitative 

objectives of investors instead of following independent lines of research guided by their own 

curiosities.

In order to pick up the thread of this chapter which aims to describe how the immersion of the 

biological body into virtually mediated modes of information processing functions under biopolitical 

rule, I will now offer an analysis of the psychological manipulation that is positioned as the cornerstone

of this process. In a chapter of Tactical Biopolitics titled Bio Paranoia and The Culture of Control 

(2009), the Critical Art Ensemble delineates the psychologically constructed phenomena of three 

phantom bodies which coerce the prevailing majority of neoliberal subjects into seemingly consensual 

acceptance of  the regulatory practices of the biopolitical state. These three are the disinfected body, the

aestheticized screenal body, and the abused body (Critical Art Ensemble 2009: 413). Before continuing

an explanation of how these bodies manifest and operate in the social psyche, I will use ideas presented

in Mark Hanson’s  Bodies in Code to  lay a theoretical framework for understanding the philosophical 

nature of bodies which exist in unreality as internalized hallucinations of the virtual. The author 

contemplates how primordial tactility introjects technics into human life, postulating that “on the one 

hand, human embodiment serves to naturalize technological modifications of the world, on the other, 
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these modifications provide an important source for decoupling/deterritorialization by which the bodies

habitual intercourse with the world gets disturbed and expanded” (Hansen 2006: 28). In exploring this, 

Hansen draws in descriptions of the interactive virtual/computational installations of the artist Myron 

Krueger, which acted as artificial reality laboratories. Krueger believed that the ultimate interface 

should be judged by how well it helps us relate to each other, and his work sought to traverse the 

realization of this conviction (2006: 26). The core thesis of one such work, titled “videoplace,” was to 

create an intervention into digital culture by displacing the body image with the generative activity of 

the body schema to comment upon the operational perspective which defines the consciousness of the 

human organism in autopoietic theory and its experience of the virtual as a fringe of the actual (2006: 

37). A point of insight offered by Hansen  which will be useful for analyzing the underlying nature of 

the three phantom bodies proposed in Bio Paranoia and The Culture of Control states that “the fact that

today’s technologies are nonetheless exteriorizations of the skin means that underneath the still 

pathological cathexis of aggressiveness, these technologies are necessarily correlated with the self-

preservative, attachment-centered technical genealogy of the skin as a primary containing function” 

(2006: 64). 

I intend this brief synopsis of Hansen’s ideas to incite a conception of the body of the human 

organism as  implicitly psychologically constructed, due to a fundamental component of the psyche 

being  the “self observer.” The creation of this component of the psyche marks a fragmented break in 

one's perspective of their physical identity being initiated by the dissociative acknowledgment that they

exist as an objective form which is defined by a paradoxically irreconcilable separation from all that 

surrounds them and becomes most stark when one confronts their mortality with a fear of death. This 

part of the psyche never vanishes but is continually reformulated and split into multiplicities as one’s 

knowledge of themselves in relation to the human collective and environment perpetually cycles 

through phases of dissolution and reintegration and is further compounded by the technological genesis
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of the digital body. The self-observational psyche that is dualistically straddled between the organic 

and digital body is insurmountably complicated when subjected to the contradictions of capitalism that 

exacerbate the gravest turmoils of the human condition. Bio Paranoia and The Culture of Control 

explains these contradictions through its recognition that “the subject under capital lives in constant 

fear that at any moment she may betray her integrated subjecthood with organic disintegration that will 

in turn threaten her agency, identity, role, and appearance in the world” (Critical Art Ensemble 2009: 

413). The conflictions and trials of selfhood that are caused by capitalist relations can be distinguished 

as delusions that exist at a level of toxicity which could only take precedence within the psyche in a 

profoundly convoluted social construct that makes one reject and fear the organic qualities of their own

personhood.  Self-imposed anxieties and revulsions generated by one's perception of socially 

constructed biological vulnerabilities which debase residence in an organic form are contingent upon 

the directed intention of capital to alter the body imaginary into a technology to be adjusted by external 

social, economic, and political pressures. The authors attribute bio paranoia to apocalyptic fantasies 

created by capitalists to hyperstimulate individuals with sensationalized fears that will become 

internalized if shared by a large enough portion of the collective population. They propose that 

individuals will pursue relief from bio paranoia by seeking refuge in political authority or consuming 

information from the news media in order to maintain a functional persona (2009: 413).The first 

phantom body that is conceptualized is the disinfected body, which generates a hysterical relationship 

with bacteria,  normalized by corporations profiting from hygiene products that offer consumers the 

illusion of environmental sterility and motivate them to pursue a state of purity absent of microbes 

(2009: 414). The aestheticized, screenal body is characterized by the obsessive fear that the body will 

participate in the performance of the grotesque. This fear can be attributed to the digital consumption of

the documentation of international atrocities being circulated through the same media platforms that 

present images of the body in a state of idealized perfection that could only exist in the virtual (2009: 
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419). The abused body is built on the aestheticized, screenal body and operates through the collapse of 

time and space that occurs in the technosphere and creates the mythology of the “global village,” which

transforms the potential of physical exposure to crisis into an inevitable fate. The expected outcome of 

which being that a population in fear of becoming an abused body will offer up its civil rights to the 

state for the promise of security (2009: 421). 

Amidst the outbreak of the COVID-19, I now find it  necessary to  describe capitalist responses 

to this pandemic, which has begun to cause mass death in societies around the world. To do so, I will 

resituate the ideology of biopolitics within the initiatives currently undertaken by neoliberal states in 

relation to those of Communist nations and Anarchist collectives. Foucault's conceptualization of 

biopolitics and its connection to state mediated medical apparatuses was largely founded on critiquing 

the commodification of hygiene and medicinal practice. He saw their commodification as a method of 

creating political subjects who were too preoccupied with pursuing an individualized sense of health, 

sanitation, and security through objectives set by an industry morphed to the parameters of the 

surveillance state to question the legitimacy of neoliberal governance and the autonomy it claimed to 

offer them. Foucault’s intention is not to invalidate the merit of all institutional medicinal practice, but 

to point out that the primary objective of privatized medical infrastructure is to accumulate profit, and 

stabilize capitalist class relations by creating political subjects engendered by a self-regulating docility 

fostered by commodified hygienic rituals. The complete inability of the capitalist social system to 

adequately address the crises of this pandemic provides evidence for the false aptitude of the neoliberal 

medical industrial complex to suppress an emergent virus and preserve life. It has now been made clear

that an industrial medical apparatus can only effectively restrict outbreaks of viral contagions and stave

off mass death if it is nationalized and coupled with initiatives to provide food, housing, hygiene 

products, and medical treatment to members of society free of cost. This also speaks to the illogical 

rationale of capitalist production which generates hygiene materials and medical supplies with 
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immense excess and waste and is now succumbing to scarcity when these items are most vitally 

needed. The outbreak of COVID-19 and subsequent policies of social distancing unveil the extreme 

dependency of capitalist production on the biological health of the proletariat and has further 

illuminated all essential social operations to be propelled only by proletarian efforts. However, this has 

not stopped the bourgeoisie from expecting the proletariat to risk exposure to the virus by continuing 

production, effectively sacrificing themselves to maintain the malfeasance of capitalist class division. 

Now more than ever, the survival of the proletariat in neoliberal society is dependent on the 

capitalist system yielding to socialist demands. Members of neoliberal society will either watch their 

families and communities deteriorate due to circumstances that could be entirely alleviated by the 

bourgeoisie ceasing its demand to extort money and labor from the proletariat just to attain living 

conditions which are theirs by human right, or witness the revolutionary fall of capitalism to 

communism. Countries which have most effectively suppressed the virus are pre-existing communist 

nations that were prepared to offer their citizens free medical treatment, systematically test populations,

build treatment centers specifically for treating infected persons, and bring nearly all social interactions

and business operations to a halt while still distributing and performing essential materials and 

functions. The reluctance of the penitentiary system in America to release its high concentration of 

prisoners to prevent the rapid spread of the virus within such densely populated confines where 

incarcerated persons are barred from using alcohol based sanitizer and cleaning fluid with germicide 

reveals the aspect of Foucault's discussion of biopolitics concerned with the sovereignty of individuals 

whose ability to live or die is put directly under the jurisdiction of the state.  

The United States’ response to COVID-19 elucidates how biopolitical control is masked in the 

functions of medical institutions when healthcare is mitigated through capitalist socio- economic 

relations. Comparative analysis of the efforts made by Communist states in China, Cuba, and Kerala 

with those of the capitalist government in the United States and their corresponding death tolls, 
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showshow biopolitical rule can only exist as the operation of a political body that is puppeteered by 

privatized corporations. Biopolitical rule modulates the rates of life and death within a population with 

the grip of sovereignty held by state power when the state exclusively serves to promote and preserve 

the interests of the bourgeoisie.  The vilifying accusations spread by the United States government 

against foreign nations resisting adherence to neoliberal paradigms as being harborers of bioweapons 

and terrorist plots, now blatantly expose their alleged threat to Imperial society’s biological stability to 

be in their exemplary existence as social bodies effectively liberating themselves from capitalist 

persecution. The risks of mass death at the hands of foreign conspirators anticipated by neoliberal 

media which have never come to fruition are not even detectable in comparison to the deaths caused 

directly by the lethality of privatized healthcare imposed on American capitalist society by its own 

government. The deaths accumulated in the aftermath of the United States governmental failure to 

revoke capitalist policies inhibiting their population from procuring medical services and livable 

quarantine conditions shows how biopolitical control makes working class populations completely 

expendable in times of crisis. Neoliberal politicians are deciding to let the proletariat die to safeguard 

the bourgeois reservoir of hoarded profits and resources in its entirety, unwilling to relinquish any 

fraction of their wealth because such a precedent might bear even a fractional resemblance to 

communism.
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Biotechnology and Birth 

The purpose of this subsection is to analyze the emergence of reproductive technologies such as

the ability to edit the genetic composition of an embryo with CRISPR in relation to the biopolitics of 

power, specifically in the context of the medicalization of birth as a part of capitalist expansion. 

Furthermore, the extent to which reproductive technology has a superfluous relationship with nature 

and evolution will be brought into question, as well as the implications that these technologies have on 

autonomy, self-determination, and gender. The biopolitical aspect of the analysis will concern how 

these technologies are already being exploited by megacorporations for the purpose of profit, the 

projected threat they pose to society, and the effect on their dynamic of the relationship between the 

body and the state, which has increasingly become determined by the effects of science and medicine 

on the body's mechanisms of survival. Integral to this argument is the acknowledgement of how  the 

advancement of the medical field and the mass production of hygiene products have shaped a societal 

disillusionment with the organic world through foregrounding sterility. I assert that the concept of 

sterility poses the organic character of the natural world as a threat to the biological security of the 

human body. A more subtle yet overarching goal of this subsection is to examine the distance that 

reproductive technology places the beings born within it from the organic processes of the natural 

world, in relation to the distance that the psyche sets between the self and the environment as a result of

medical science and technology. The most crucial purpose of this subsection is to reconceptualize the 

dangers of biotechnology and genetic engineering as tools for furthering the sovereignty of the 

neoliberal state, rather than as a rogue science that would cause destruction if used outside regulated 

institutions. The potential threat biotechnology poses to humanity is much more grave if it is 

interwoven into the domains of the medical industrial complex in eugenic forms.

Western medicine as an institution was able to cultivate dependence  by infiltrating and co-

opting medical care and midwifery formerly provided by local apothecary healers through the 
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professionalization of medicinal practice, this restricted healers without legal certification from 

performing medical care (Stevens 2008: 224). Creation of the production line spurred the mass 

production of hygiene commodities for personal use, thus facilitating conformity to Western medicine 

and the development of capitalist schemes centered around social pressure to regularly purchase 

industrially made hygienic materials. People no longer turned to the medicinal properties of the 

environment, because the virtue of their organic origin and chemical composition excludes them from 

corporate pharmaceutical sterility. Medicinal practices performed at home through one’s own self-

directed initiative, knowledge, and responsibility also declined because of ordinances that prohibited 

healthcare services unregulated by institutional authorities that use the medical apparatus as a form of 

profit (Gale 2016). Along with the hospitalization of birth came the immediate documentation of the 

child's identity in the first few hours of life  through state-issued paperwork such as the birth certificate 

and demarcation of gender identity based on genitalia, efforts  facilitated by medical personnel. The 

normalization of physician-managed birth required that  birth be determined an abnormal bodily 

function that required the oversight of a medical professional (Kaplan 2012). The manipulation of a 

child's identity at birth by state forces is only made possible by birth taking place in the public 

institution of hospitals. One of the major functions of hospitalized birth is control of the sex-based 

gender identity demarcation of the infant. The development of artificial wombs and reproductive 

mechanisms created through biotechnology further obscure gender, selfhood, and self-determination 

from biology and reproductive processes. By creating synthetic wombs that exist independently from 

the human body, the implications that reproductive systems have on gender are fully brought into 

question. The ability to asexually reproduce life without the womb of the body as well as all of the 

research amassed exploring the replication of life on a molecular level positions reproductive processes

as objective phenomena of the organic environment that do not determine characteristics of selfhood 

inherent to an entity’s reproductive function. 
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The history of creating a populace to be managed by a state apparatus so that it can be sourced 

for power by the ruling class began with the creation of private property, which was also an instance of 

dissociating nature from culture through the conceptualization of individually held power. As private 

property has continued to function as the crux of neoliberalism, technological innovations that have 

proliferated in society and contributed to its economic advancement have done so in accordance to and 

as increasingly complex replications of the philosophies at the core of private property. Private 

property has been instituted in all systems of neoliberal social function, interthreading all aspects of 

culture and collective sustainment into the oppressive control of the neoliberal state apparatus. Genetic 

engineering, not immune to these modes of social operation, has already subjected the genome of 

humans and nonhuman organisms to patenting and intellectual property rights for purposes of corporate

control over the capital to be gained from its potentially lucrative qualities. As imperialism has grown 

hungry for new forms of advancement after scouring the earth for profitable bodies and materials, it 

now turns its eyes inward to the molecular composition of organic matter for possible substrates to turn

into capital. This raises many questions about the rights of the body as a point of mediation between its 

internal physiological composition and that of its surrounding environment on a molecular level. Under

what circumstances can an organic entity be reduced to its most minutiae biological functions while 

simultaneously having its existence abstracted into a massive amorphous conglomerate for the rights 

that would have been granted to it by virtue of its selfhood to be irrelevant? Perhaps this question 

reveals the neoliberal notions of selfhood granted only to certain perceptual manifestations of an 

organism as an independent body to be a subjective illusion. The heightened infiltration of individualist

dogma in the socioeconomic sphere obscures the proximity of regulatory state powers to biological 

autonomy. The detailed regulation of biological processes by the corporate-state and its power to own 

genomes as a form of intellectual property is defended as an expression of the free enterprise of 

individuals. As Mitchell Dean explains in  “Demonic Societies” Liberalism, Biopolitics, and 
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Sovereignty. States of Imagination Ethnographic Explorations of the Postcolonial State (2001: 49), 

sovereignty’s main instruments are laws, decrees, and regulations backed up by coercive sanctions 

ultimately grounded in the right of death exercised by the sovereign. It operates through ritual, it 

prohibits forms of action, it seizes things, bodies and ultimately life itself. Integral to the self regulatory

behaviors undertaken by citizens of neoliberal society which are explained by biopolitics is the erosion 

of the population’s belief that their capacity to exercise political power as a collective force is what 

grants each individual comprising it the highest degree of autonomy. Biopolitical power functions 

through illusions of autonomy being exerted in isolation from the overarching social restrictions placed 

on the population. 

The mapping of the child's genetic makeup for the purpose of the mother deciding whether or 

not she wants to carry the baby to term is not new.  Now, however. the genome itself is beginning to be

altered within the embryo with CRISPR technology , inciting biological manipulation of the child 

while it is still in the womb (Kirksey 2016).  It was the goal of a scientist in China to use CRISPR to 

edit the genome of human embryos to make them resistant to contracting HIV. If successful, the 

scientist responsible would not only bring CRISPR technology to a new level of public accessibility but

also eliminate the chances of contracting HIV within the general populace (Regalado 2019).  This not 

only predetermines facets of the babies’ genetic and physiological makeup but also predetermines their 

life-long subjection to scientific research. Scientists who engage in biotechnological development for 

the purpose of enhancing, prolonging, and creating life, yet have no concern for those who are killed 

every day by acts of war, police violence, food insecurity, and inaccessible healthcare, are not 

interested in preserving human life in its entirety. They are interested in using the components of 

organic bodies which are susceptible to disease and malfunction as a medium through which to develop

experimental scientific innovations. 
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The implementation of CRISPR technology on the human genome will take determining what 

is “normal” and “abnormal” for human biology to new extremes. It could undoubtedly be used for 

advanced eugenic operations if placed in the hands of the military or neoliberal state. Medical sciences 

and biotechnology are already used as biopolitical tools for creating standards and systems of 

normalization because homogenization is optimal for siphoning a populace into the corporate-state's 

labor force. Foucault emphasizes that biopolitics does not literally refer to the effects of biological 

science on politics, nor to the effect of policy and politics on biological science, as he is not speaking of

biological science in and of itself. Rather, bio is used as a metaphorical term to represent life carried 

out by humanity.  Specifically, he is referring to the sovereignty of state power being predicated on its 

authority over the facilitation of life and death. It is hard to ignore the immense implications that apply 

biopolitics to understanding the ways in which biotechnology can be shaped and employed by the 

corporate-state to manage human populations and their participation in capitalism. The biopolitics of 

power meets an epitome of relevancy to and inseparability from biotechnology in fields of genetics and

reproductive technology because they engage the creation/obstruction of life. The life of the 

population, its vigor, its health, its capacity to survive, become necessarily linked to the elimination of 

internal and external threats. This power to disallow life is perhaps best encapsulated in the injunctions 

of the eugenic project: identify those who are degenerate, abnormal, feeble-minded, or of an inferior 

race and subject them to forced sterilization; encourage those who are superior, fit and intelligent to 

propagate (Dean 2001: 55). Though biotechnology is capable of functioning in the public sphere 

independently from the violence of state power, its use in eugenics operations has left its institutional 

existence susceptible to fascist state agendas.

Biotechnology is a complex point of convergence between the biopolitics of power and the 

virtues of autonomy and self determination to be heightened by genetic engineering. There are very few

privileges of social participation that do not require submission to state- orchestrated institutions of 
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identity surveillance, all of which sex based demarcation of gender are manifold. If used ethically 

outside of capitalist instituions, biotechnology would permanently disrupt the patriarchal and cis-

heteronormative social order that citizens are subjected to through the medical industrial complex and 

its neoliberalist methods of maintaining state sovereignty. It would resist and dislodge the validity of 

gender assignment at birth being determined by which reproductive faculties the body holds, and allow 

people to mediate their biological functions to undermine state attempts at regulating life in the 

population. 

I created a painting designed to visually and philosophically elaborate upon the core themes 

addressed in this subsection.(see Figure I) The crashed ambulances in the painting are intended to 

represent the ever present vulnerability of technological systems, specifically ones that govern public 

health. They are juxtaposed with the bleeding heart fungi, which is a mushroom known for its 

symbiotic relationship with the plant life in its surrounding ecosystem as well as its antibacterial and 

blood-thinning chemical properties. The cohesive aesthetic of the fungi juxtaposed with the grossly 

ruptured ambulances is intended to invoke a perceptual shift in dualisms between the natural/organic 

and the artificial/technological. This is meant to dismantle associations of technology as a contained, 

organized, superstructural, and impenetrable system. The ambulances portrayed are torn open, with 

their inner composition mangled and splayed. The bleeding mushroom and ambulance both exist as 

entities that sustain life in their respective ecosystems.
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Figure I 

The two fetuses facing one another at a diagonal are intended to invoke the fetal imagery used 

by pro life campaigns. The effective outcome of the sonographic fetal image in the public's perceptions 

of the formation of life are notions of rights being exercised and defended by virtue of their protection 

over one’s sovereignty as an individual. The fetal forms are rendered in the painting to symbolically 

negate the conceptions that the propagandistic wielding of fetal sonogram imagery by pro life 

campaigns has placed in the sociocultural psyche (see  Petchesky  2000).The abstraction of the fetus 

skin into stylized color-blocked patterns is meant to emphasize their detachment from reality while 

retaining the malleability of their form. The fetus is sustained by its surrounding environment in such 

totality that it has no independent force from the body which hosts it. The fetal forms are connected to 

orbs of light,  covered in web-like matrices to represent salamander egg sacks as a symbolic homage to 
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the first nuclear transplant experiment done with salamander embryos (Rogers 2016). In conjunction 

with the birthing sheep representative of Dolly (the first cloned mammal) which centers the painting, 

the symbolic presence of the salamanders asserts the role that nonhuman organisms have played in the 

development of genetic engineering since its onset. This Illuminates how breakthroughs in genetic 

science have increased the biological proximity among nonhuman organisms, rather than further 

distancing and alienating the human body from the natural world. Vast numbers of organisms have 

contributed to human attempts to control the forces of nature that determine the chemical composition 

of their selfhood. The dependence of all organisms on molecular biological processes reverberates with

a sense of cosmic wonder. Organisms are all connected by sequences that construct their unique 

existence in physical matter through differentiated matrices of DNA.
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Section III  

 The Sonic 

In Rhythmanalysis, Henri Lefebvre seeks to convey a perceptual tool intended to be revelatory 

of a dimension of social coercion that philosophical and political analyses have previously neglected. 

The school of thought formulated by Lefebvre is distinctive  in its attempt to articulate how the 

influence of time scales, which wield forces both cosmic and psychological, allow political power to 

shape the collective patterns of the masses (Lefebvre 2004: 6-9). Key insights offered by Lefebvre 

touch on the role that a latent and innate connection to spiritualism that resides in the human mind 

plays in this process, a connection made possible by the numerical structures which interlace social and

natural environments (2004: 23). This idea raises questions about the extent to which these numerical 

structures are psychological fabrications used by humans to manipulate material reality, or whether 

they are an inherent part of the universe that the mind taps into through symbolically interpreting the 

objective properties of matter.

Lefebvre calls directly to Marx and Lenin, stating that their philosophies are lacking the 

theoretical complexity warranted by critique of capitalism, by failing to articulate the metaphysical 

quality of the repetitive fluxes of behavior that characterize the essence of any society (2004: 15). This 

critique is useful if one is trying to point out that a fundamental flaw in communist ideology is  merely 

seeking to reconfigure the cycle that capital and produced goods flow through, rather than to obliterate 

the material operations and cultural constructions that determine production and capital exchange 

entirely. However, this is also dependent on the perceptual timescale that schematically organizes the 

sequence of events from within which  one would disentangle capitalist relations from society. What 

Lefebvre is missing, though, is an awareness that it was not the purpose of Marx or Lenin to expose 

every philosophical crevice embedded in the operation of capitalism, but to most effectively describe 

and incite a communist revolution. Lefebvre doesn’t attempt to articulate how rhythmanalysis could be 
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used to change the collective behavior of the masses so as to dismantle capitalist institutions, only to 

predict a new scientific method of sociopolitical analysis. He does in a way supplement this with the 

degree to which he emphasizes the necessity of keenly deciphering the interaction between temporality 

and spatial dynamics to both fully comprehend and resist capitalist domination. Timescales are of 

crucial importance because of their ability to be exploitatively manipulated by a political apparatus, 

making its  citizenry docile by limiting the range of possible actions which can be performed in public 

space by contorting the spatio-temporal constructs that govern society (2004: 51-55).  Lefebvre speaks 

of “imprinting a rhythm on era,” implying that the temporally  determined matrices of social interaction

will be shifted and guided within a finite range of possibilities that coincide with the prevailing political

ideology, and the behaviors which must be performed to uphold it.  What he is more acutely trying to 

get at the heart of, though, is the potential for intentionally figuring patterned time sequences into 

collectively engaged behaviors so as to throw mass actions which operate in a feedback system with 

neoliberal ideology off kilter (2004: 14). Unveiling the deception that the structures which underlie our 

temporal system and spatial configuration of material reality are not politically neutral, Lefebvre calls 

to a phenomenon in the experiential reality of the physical world that parallels the existence of the 

algorithm in cyberspace. It is useful when interpreting Lefebvre to conceptualize what he his 

articulating through the term “rhythmanalysis” as an algorithm because of the capability of these 

mathematical equations to determine the symbolically meaningful abstractions that result from 

compositions of digital pixels that are fundamentally formed by binary code. In a sense, the human 

mind is a cosmic force that renders these mathematical equations into the allegorically valuable fabric 

of digital space. Yet, the force which determines the laws of physics that construct time and space in 

physical reality, allowing the manifestation of dimensional life forms, remains enigmatic to the human 

mind. This inability to capture such a force continually drives a desire to identify what remains largely 
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unknown. Such a pursuit is where the deceptive naturalization of artificially mediated socio-political 

constructs draws its power.  

I will now discuss theories presented in two books titled Noise: The Political Economy of 

Music by Jacques Attali (2004) and Sonic Warfare, an Ecology of Fear by Steve Goodman (2010). 

Both  refer to and build on the theories proposed in Rhythmanalysis. The phenomena of music and 

sonic frequency exist in a zone of ambiguity that positions them as quadratically categorizable as 

technological, environmental, socio-cultural, and psychological. The manipulation of soundwaves into 

musical forms has been an intrinsic part of human culture and social bonding for millenia and has now 

been subsumed by the commodifying forces of capitalist production. In Noise,  Attali explores how 

music was transformed into an elitist pastime by the bourgeoisie, not only as a new means of profit 

accumulation, but as a tool of social influence used to control the power that music holds as a sacred 

mode of culturally bound communal congregation and an  aesthetically emotive expression of thought. 

Attali traces the current stage of the music industry back to the historical beginnings of musicians 

employed as the entertainers of feudal lords and royalty. He reminds readers of a time when the 

radicalizing power of music was first being recognized by political rulers, who noticed the speed at 

which music could circulate oppositional political messages through civilization and sought to ensure 

that it could not be used to question their hierarchical control of the dominant social system (2004: 12-

17). Attali speaks to the bourgeois construction of music theory, and unveils that on a deeper level than 

gatekeeping participation in music production, the rhythms and harmonies of classical music were 

sonically intended to aesthetically naturalize industrialism as an inevitable result of evolution which 

melds to rather than conflicts with environmental stability (2004: 61-62).  He also theorizes that music 

is an inherently prophetic art form, which anticipates changes in socio-economic relations before they 

occur because it exists as a fluid reflection of society which articulates the nuances of how social 

organizations are shifting because of being so communicatively morphed to the most perceptive aspects
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of human consciousness (2004: 11). In conjunction with this theory, Attali asserts that because music 

exists at such a dynamic crux of  spirituality, economic systems, political power, and ritual culture, the 

entire socio-economic structure of capitalist society can be altered by reconfiguring the modes of 

production, consumption, and distribution of music alone (2004: 144-147). He furthers this discussion 

by describing how noise can be used to disrupt prevailing social codes in such a way that patterns of 

social norms which were seemingly irrevocably entrenched become transmutably subjected to the will 

of the proletariat once more. One of Attali’s most relevant observations concerns the significant shift in

the radical potential of cultural resistance being neutralized under the management of the corporate-

state apparatus, when  jazz and rock music created in black communities was appropriated by the white

music industry. As white musicians’ attempts at emulating an art form which originated as 

vocalizations against the oppressive power of white supremacy became a source of profit and value for 

bourgeois culture, despite existing as mere mimicry of the creative ingeniousness of the black 

community, it became evident that the empowering spans of musical expression created by the working

class could be inhibited through the mass production of a politically censored version of their 

expressive forms. This mass production diverted social awareness away from the political messages of 

radical black musicians, who were initially excluded from reaping the wealth and status that their 

talents generated and whose musical ingenuity became integrated into the mainstream as a commodity 

completely dissociated from its origins (2004: 104-105).  Both the cultural theft and commodification 

of rock music through mass production was made possible by the invention of recording devices 

developed to expand military communication technology. 

This is an appropriate point at which to begin discussing the ideologies posited in Sonic 

Warfare by Steve Goodman sonic warfare has a deep entwinement with afrofuturism which can be 

traced back to the conceptualization of the term itself by the Black Audio Film Collective. Kodwo 

Eshun invented the term to describe afrofuturist sonic processes employed during a cultural war in 
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which the colonized of the empire strike back through rhythm and sound. Goodman uses this quote to 

describe the propaganda machine of afrofuturism, which Eshun dubbed “sonic fiction”;  “Armed with 

the future rhythm machine, the sensual mathematics becomes a sonic weapon in a post colonial war 

with eurocentric culture over the vibrational body and its power to affect and be affected” (Goodman 

2010: 1-2). The power of this thought experiment is priceless in the revolutionary struggle to end the 

ravages of imperialism executed by the military industrial complex. Imperialism depends on the work 

of techno scientists to avoid obsolescence by rapidly evolving the capabilities of cybernetic 

surveillance systems and weapons technology and continuing to generate profit with the material 

means through which warfare is conducted to suppress the organization of  resistance to imperialism. 

Sonic warfare has been deployed as a technique to disperse and incite fear in populations resisting 

military intervention at least since the Vietnam War, and the reality of its usage as a strategy of 

controlling social unrest amidst imperialist oppression has only intensified the further we have ventured

toward the future (2010: 15-16).  As environmental devastation and global economic insecurity 

continue to expand under the weight of late-stage imperialism, radical leftists around the world have 

been preparing to meet its impending collapse with revolution to protect themselves from the further 

onslaught of its destructive forces. Protestors and civilians in the Middle East have already been 

subjected to the advanced sonic weapons harbored by both the U.S. military and the Israeli Defense 

Force (2010: 21). It is plausible to predict that the militarized police state in the United States would 

have no qualms about deploying such weaponry on citizen populations if the capitalist state felt 

adequately provoked by a proletarian uprising. 

The enmeshment of war with nearly every aspect of American culture places the prospect of 

revolution on American soil in a position which necessitates deep contemplation over the aspect of 

sonic warfare that has most pervasively infiltrated American society and has worked to maintain the 

stasis of imperialist power equally as much as direct military intervention; the entertainment industry. 
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Also referred to as the military entertainment complex, the use of technologies originally created for 

mediating global military communications to incessantly create and disseminate media skewed to favor

imperialist narratives and inhibit critical discourse from entering mainstream collective dialogue is one 

of the worst abuses of military technology of all time, as Goodman points out (2010: 32). American 

media has been built on the production of imperialist propaganda to such a great extent that confronting

the illegitimacy of the state through any popularly viewed media platform is not feasible. The illusory 

moral validation that is given to imperialist agendas under the guise of democratic values intended to 

be digested without scrutiny or analysis omits proponents of uncompromising radical discourse from 

widely circulated political discussions. Mainstream media facilitated by the corporate apparatus has 

saturated the public psyche with so much misinformation about and content entirely irrelevant to the 

most pressing issues which humanity faces that having to reconcile the embedded weight of its 

accumulated fallacies to engage with the masses acutely restricts the scope of perspectives offered such

that the media censors itself without the intensive state regulation assumed necessary to achieve this. 

This is the duality of the power of sonic technologies, simultaneously wielded to configure global 

military operations and to construct a media industry that innundates the masses privileged to be in the 

imperial core with perpetual reels of recreational distractions that foster delusion with and dissociation 

from the traumatic experiences inescapably endured by vast portions of humanity at the hands of the 

imperialist state. Goodman expands on this by describing how the concept of war becomes an attempt 

to describe a low intensity warfare that reconstitutes the most mundane aspects of everyday existence 

through psychosocial torque and sensory overload (2010: 32-33).

The future of sonic manipulation being dualistically implemented in the immediateness of 

military-police encounters and media which maintain the proletariat's passive continuation of capitalist 

social functions, and the feedback processes that exist between the two, is predicted to escalate into 

increasingly invasive psychological mechanisms. There have been many simulation technologies 
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created by video game developers which migrate into the hands of the military, for example. Goodman 

states that wars catalyze new media, driving technological development through sheer excess of profit. 

The contagion of military technology spreads through misuse, or reverse engineering, with knowledge 

acquired from espionage, accident, or experimentation (2010: 32). Eshun’s aforementioned vision of 

the colonized of the empire fighting back against their oppressors through rhythm and sound provides a

vessel of hope for the realm of possibilities suggested by the  power to use the capabilities of the 

devices to which they have access to learn how to build their own sonic weapons of defense and to 

detect, disarm, and disable sonic weapons being used against them by the state. Sonic weapons have 

been invested in so significantly  by military research because of the uncontrollable fear response that 

sound can trigger in the mind without conscious awareness and the inability to evade the permeability 

of sonic frequencies. Sonic weapons are being developed by the military with the goal of creating 

mentally destabilizing frequencies that can be precisely directed at protesting crowds to immobilize 

them in a state of panic, disorientation, and nausea. 

However, the imperceptibility of sonic weapons and their devices also makes them an optimal 

tool for obstructing military and police operations without becoming identified or putting oneself 

directly in harm's way. Sonic frequencies can also be used to interrupt the flow of the state’s 

communication transmissions and to jam the signals of surveillance cams. Understanding the 

architectural layout of urban spaces and how to best navigate them and maintain power in masse while 

challenging the state will be crucial for successful revolutions of the future to withstand the advancing 

crowd control tactics that will be deployed by militarized police. Goodman theorizes that in ecologies 

of fear, the vibrational architecture of the city becomes a weapon;  the city is no longer merely the site 

of warfare, but, as a result of the resonant frequency of the built environment, the very medium of 

warfare itself (2010: 76). Goodman also theorizes about “anarchitecture,”  the built environment of a 

stateless society. He conceptualizes sets of experimental practices to intensify vibration developed for 
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the unfolding of the body onto a vibrational discontinuum that differentially traverses the media of the 

earth, built environment, analog and digital sound technologies, industrial oscillators, and the human 

body. Understanding how the physics of an environment and its structural/material textures determine 

the ways sonic frequencies are propagated through space and alter their impact on the bodies they pass 

through, as well as how a crowd of bodies will react to them as an aggregate, is also significant. 

Goodman posits vibrational anarchitecture to implicate the continuity of the wave into the atomism of 

the granular while producing the very division between the subjective and objective, as well as time 

and space (2010: 79). 

Theorizing about the intersections and congruencies between the music industry and sonic 

warfare is important to the purpose of this thesis, as I seek to reimagine non- violent and non-coercive 

potentials that technology and science hold to enhance human connection and expression through their 

use as tools for designing non-exploitative communal lifeways. Increasing mutual security and well-

being through a shared responsibility and dependence on one’s social collective for sustainment rather 

than defaulting to the corporate state apparatus, while simultaneously envisioning how the social 

collective can actively utilize and reinvent accessible tools of technoscience to disrupt the operations of

the imperialist state. Music production and performance and sonic warfare are rife with potential for 

organizing collective actions provoked by moral commitments to prevent systematic deaths engineered 

to increase the value of the defense industry. Just as popular music has been used by the military to 

enact sonic torture against the innocent enemies of imperialism, techniques of sonic manipulation used 

to develop psychoacoustic weaponry have been reformulated by experimental musicians as emerging 

art forms which negate the monopoly the state often holds over such knowledges by inserting them into

the accessibile medium of socio-cultural gatherings. The ability of sound to bleed between fields of 

artistry and weaponry speaks to the potent power  the wave form holds on the psyche, both in the 

complexity of people’s understanding of how to manipulate sonic frequencies and in the overwhelming
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force of sound to evoke emotional responses and trance states to which the psyche will involuntarily 

succumb. The visuals spawned by sound incites an embodiment of vivid imagery which the mind 

would otherwise only conjure in a dream state, and suggests the power of sound to invoke the faculties 

of the individual’s subconscious with an immediacy unrivaled by other modes of sensory perception. 

The modulation of sonic waves by human interference is a phenomenologically unique byproduct of 

human activity on ecologically contextualized sensory modalities in its existence as an entity which has

the capacity to be laden with informational stimulus that will be communicated to and interpreted by 

every organism in proximity of the waves. The sonic has an irreducible relationship with space/ time 

that lures the mind into an awareness of nonlinear temporal compositions that generate perceptive 

glimpses into the past and future that could only be drawn out of and suspended within the psychic 

resonances of the unconscious. This is the aspect of sound which makes the invocation of deja entendu 

in one's mind by an external entity as described by Goodman possible;  this is also where sonic warfare 

achieves the ability to torment cognitive functions by invoking auditory hallucinations. Goodman states

that auditory hallucinations play an increasingly complex role within a cybernetic capitalism of 

ubiquitous media seething with artificial life forms. He describes this directive of cybernetic capitalism 

as the result of preemptive power which seeks to colonize the activity of the future in the present and is 

epitomized by anticipative branding culture vehicalized by sonically implanted memories (2010: 148). 
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The Sonification of the Genetic Code

In this section I seek to integrate theories of the sonic and the political economy of music 

production with the ritualistic properties of performance art, in an effort to articulate a new perspective 

on the processes underlying the sacrificial usage of animals and organisms in laboratories for 

experimental scientific development. The philosophical foundation for this section  lies in the 

formulation of a sound installation I have been creating alongside this thesis. This sound installation 

has not yet been executed due to setbacks imposed on social gatherings because of COVID-19, it will 

be actualized in physical space once it is safe to do so. The purpose of this sound project is to represent 

the genetic code of extinct animals which have been cloned, or are being researched for cloning, 

through sonification. To do this I translated the nucleotides of the genetic data of the Passenger Pigeon,

Guar Ox, Pyrenean Ibex, and Thylacine which are represented as sequences of the letters A , C, G, and 

T (adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine) into sonic frequencies that correlate with the atomic mass of 

each nucleotide. The creative objective of doing this was to create a sonified invocation of each animal 

that embodies the genetic data which scientifically defines them with the ambience of auditory 

sensation. Inspiration for this idea was born out of researching the cloning processes used to reanimate 

these creatures from extinction and finding that many of them died in the labs just minutes or hours 

after their birth because of defects caused by errors in the process desecrating their biological functions.

Conceptualizing the internal experience of these creatures’ reemergence as conscious forms completely

detached from their natural environment in the artificiality of the laboratory as the attempted 

reincarnations of their forebears through the rapture of scientific invention perplexed me. There is 

something very unique about the existential condition of cloned animals and their servitude to 

institutional scientific development which diverges profoundly from that of animals bred expendably 

for slaughter and experimental analysis. This divergence is generated by their being used to 

methodically regenerate their species' own existence through synthetic-a-sexual reproduction. Though 
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it is inevitable that there will be the same repetitive suffering and death until the ultimatum is reached, 

the exultative outcome of the enterprise is partially projected to be for the animals' own sake, rather 

than purely for the advancement of scientific knowledge. I would also suggest  that the animals used as 

surrogate wombs and clones who collapse into death because of biogenetic malfunction in failed trials 

are sacrificial martyrs who are honoring their species by acting as a stepping stone to their de-

extinction. 

The sonification of the genetic code of these animals intends to use sound as a medium to 

necromantically portray the arcane essence of their being that ruptures as it passes through the 

laboratory as a fleeting vestige of their species. It is a spiritual homage to the fate of torturous 

dissonance that their biotechnological conception culminates in. While formulating this project, the 

writing of Jaqueline Stevens in Tactical Biopolitics greatly influenced the conceptual parameters I 

sought to explore. Stevens gives a critical analysis of art pieces created to symbolize aspects of the 

genetic code that have been illuminated through modern science by problematizing the veil of cosmic 

wonder and infinite potential that many of the works are theoretically shrouded by. She reinforces this 

critique by pointing out that many installations of genetic art are funded by corrupt biotech 

corporations to generate public excitement about the promises of genetic engineering. Biotech 

corporations must maintain public support to receive funding for their endeavors and have 

unscrupulously made art which will spectacularize the genetic code and create an illusory public 

perception of the eminent potential impact of genetic engineering on human biological resilience that is

steeped in fantasy (Stevens 2009: 43-44).   The more insidious outcome of this contrivance is the 

propagation of fundamentalist ideas about genetics which can disturbingly bleed into laying rhetorical 

pillars for nationalist ideology to rest upon. Conjunctively, agendas of surveillance, eugenics, and 

fascism can be expected to underlie the work of biotech corporations funded by the imperialist state 

and privatized entities driven by lucrative forms of exploitation alike. To circumnavigate the message 
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of my sound installation falling prey to unintentionally espousing idealizations of genetic science 

which could be used to misdirect the audience into supporting malign biotechnology corporations, I 

remain steadfast in the assertion that the work exists to criticize the misappropriation of biotechnology 

by genetic engineers to dilate the scope of capitalist ambitions. The practice of processually depriving 

organisms of the sanctified experience of bearing a life which indeterminately unfolds according to 

their own autonomous expression of environmental fate is an obscenely habitual scientific undertaking,

and acts as a crux for the perversity which with scientists plunder natural resources as they indulge 

their curiosity within the confines of commodified knowledge production in a society plagued by 

excessive consumption. Such an analysis is meant to suggest that the specific cultural parameters which

scientific methods have manifested within capitalist society skew many foundational practices of this 

work to be unreasonably depraved.  The conclusion of this analysis is then to question the validity of 

data which exists as the exacting representation of hypothesis evaluations that sadistically objectify 

living animals as carcasses to be reaped for statistical evidence. Thus, prompting imaginative 

contemplation which depicts how the methods of scientific practice more broadly, and of 

biotechnology and genetics specifically, could be revised and reconfigured through communist social 

relations and the fervent advances which might be made if objectives were redirected in a more 

ethically inclined doctrine. 

The use of nonhuman creatures for the production of scientific knowledge is greatly 

characterized by the dissociation of the creature from the natural world in order for coherent data to be 

deciphered from measurable changes in its chemical and physiological composition after undergoing an

experimental procedure. The animals' transformation into scientific data depends on whether their 

remains contain prophetic inscriptions which are confluent with the dialectical terminology guiding the 

experiment. This process has a very strong resemblance to the ancient divinatory practice of haruspicy, 

which is the interpretation of omens by religious officials through inspecting the entrails of sacrificial 
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animals. In a journal article titled Sacrifice and the Transformation of the Animal Body into a Scientific

Object: Laboratory Culture and Ritual Practice in the Neurosciences,” Michael E. Lynch (1998) 

undresses this topic by referencing theories about ritualized animal sacrifice offered by Durkheim to 

contemplate the cultural subjectivities of scientific practice which relies on the systematic killing of 

animal subjects. While the author recognizes that there are limits to which scientific animal sacrifices 

can be characterized as religious acts, he does contemplate the rendering of the animal from a 

naturalistic organism into an analytic organism as a mediation between the sacred and profane (1998). 

Lynch furthers this contemplation by insisting upon the laboratory's dichotomy between the natural and

artificial that somewhat nonsensically transitions between rigid dualistic constructions and dissolutions 

subsequently spawned by disregard for the oppositional features quintessential to  the two realms. The 

author supports this by stating that when an animal is reduced to preserved fragments and statistical 

frequencies, the scientific method provides an index which enables concrete artifacts such as plastic 

disks, micrographical montages, and statistical graphs to be viewed as documents of ‘natural’ 

phenomena. Lynch also analyzes the slaughterhouse as the original site for the industrial process which

transforms domesticated animals into the cultural object of meat by forcing them through the 

“disassembly line” and compares this to the transformation of animals into the cultural object of data in

the laboratory, thus perhaps suggesting that the methods which are used in scientific animal sacrifice 

are rooted in the development of industrial slaughterhouse operations (1998). A parallel realm of theory

invoked by such claims is provided by  the ideas  of Jacques  Attali in Noise, where he  describes the 

process through which the commodification of music unifies the relationship between the welfare of 

the musician and the rationalization of science. This process is explained as natural harmony shaped by

a controller through an aesthetic and theoretical basis which increases the harmonical complexity 

through a combinatorial system, orchestration system, and instrumentation for the standardization of 

the spectacle which further earns the exchange rate. (2004: 64-65). Support for this is echoed by and 
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grounded in Attali’s ideas mentioned in the preceding chapter, which deconstruct a major function of 

the subsuming of music production by the bourgeoisie,  being to devise a music which aesthetically 

embeds a sense of  illusory stability in the chaos of industrial society and its auditory output in the 

sociocultural psyche. He claims that the bourgeoisie achieved this through the formulation of an elitist 

form of music theory which acts to gate-keep this form of artistic production and permeate  the psyches

of the populace with musical representations that forge associations between organic phenomena and 

industrial operations through the spiritual culture surrounding music (2004: 61-62). Conceptually, this 

refracts the dynamic of the laboratory which naturalizes the artificial technics of scientific practice as 

the intrinsic platform through which to observe an organism's default state of being and response to 

procedural experimentation.

In an effort to encapsulate ideals of multispecies solidarity and symbolically propose the 

implementation of mutually beneficial symbiotic interfaces between natural organisms and the 

biotechnological sciences, I decided to channel the sonification of the genetic codes in an interactive 

feedback system. The configuration of the interactive feedback system is connected to four speakers,  

each playing one of the four animals’ sonified genetic data in distinctive tones. Positioned above the 

speakers in the installation space is a webcam which registers the number of bodies present and 

activates increasingly complex parameters for altering the amplitudes, reverberations, tempos, and echo

chamber depths as the crowd of bodies grows. The purpose of orienting the sonified nucleotide 

sequences of the Thylacine, Guar Ox, Passenger Pigeon and Pyrenean Ibex in the framework of an 

interactive feedback system was to create a sonic installation which aims to emulate what Attali 

describes as music which rejects the influence of commodification on its production and revives the 

sacral in the art form. Attali defines music that rejects the paradigm of bourgeois culture through the 

term “composing” which he assertively reappropriated to denote a musical creation driven by an 

element of spontaneity that disrupts the habitual order of society and cannot be controlled by the 
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corporate state. Music made through the act of composing contradicts the operatives of the corporate 

state culture industry by refusing to succumb to the disposition of musical processes characterized by 

“representing” and “repeating.” The installation is designed to be incapable of repeating the same sonic

experience at any performance because the ebbs and flows in which the audience congregates will be 

different every time, causing the fluctuating parameters that shape the sonic output to generate 

perpetually morphing compositions that are not duplicable. Activating the transmission of the sound is 

dependent on the presence of autonomously moving bodies being recognized by a webcam connected 

to a software program that is trained to responsively modify the music correlative to the conditions set 

by the audience's behavioral data. This co-conceptually inverts the paradigms ordering animal sacrifice 

in laboratory experiments and commodified musical performance. The inversion that occurs in the 

paradigm of laboratory practice is the installation’s utilization of data transmitted by human 

participants to determine the output of the cloned animals’ genetic properties. The genetic data is then 

transmitted to the participants as an auditory abstraction to relay it through the form of a sonic 

atmosphere that cannot be analytically interpreted, only sensorially experienced. The paradigm of 

commodified performance culture is inverted by displacing the performer with the invoked presence of 

extinct animals. This acts to withdraw the role of the human individual from that of performer and 

reorients the music and the audience to exist simultaneously as both the subject and observer. The 

audience engages in the experience conjured by the performance not to reify their idolization of a 

performer but to come into metaphysical contact with the embodied spirit of extinct animals whose 

symbolic rendering through music is mercurially driven by the impulses of the audience’s bodies as a 

congregation,  which is unbound by the social formalities of traditional performance and inhibited from

retreating into the comfort of being observers. The audience is intended to be placed in a position that 

provokes a state of vulnerability as they sense the music being affected by their presence and grapple to

decipher the mechanics that are mediating their effect on the sound.
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Section IV    

 D.I.Y. Film and Sound Installation 

Along with the sound installation, I have been conceptually developing and creating two short 

films for which the music produced by the installation will provide a score. The films each portray the 

intervening paradigms of biohacking and hacktivism as political and ritual practices, synthetic life and 

ectogenesis, the effect of state surveillance on biologically embodied forms, and the disentanglement of

organic life from technocracy. Philosophically, they elicit Foucault’s theories which expose the coeval 

emergence of transnational techno spheres with modern liberalism and expand to demonstrate how 

biopower operates through two forms, the anatomic and the biological—the former working through 

the individual and the latter through the species (da Costa  and Phillip 2009: xix.) The vernacular 

language of the video sequences then reformulates these theories into a visual dialect focused on 

breaking understandings of one’s relationship to the body as a biological organism outside oppressive 

constraints imposed by technocratic society. A more subliminal goal of the visual language is to release

the subconscious of the audience from colonialist schismatic image sequences disseminated by 

neoliberal propaganda. These films have not yet been executed or created because of setbacks to 

physical interaction imposed by COVID-19. They will be fully actualized at a later date when it is safe 

for social gatherings to commence again. 

Film One considers how images and memory reside in the neurochemical body on a molecular 

level, and the costumes of the performers contort the humanoid contours of their bodies with synthetic 

materials that visually emulate magnified depictions of microorganisms, microbacteria, and chemical 

compounds. The costumes are modularly constructed with masses of small textile forms sewn together 

to emit the illusion of being digital pixels in analog space. (see Figure II) The costumes are each worn 

by eight figures who represent a different microbial environment situated within an array of ecological 

systems. Paired with the microbial performers are eight wax golems that distinctively portray different 
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fusions of the organic and the technological by existing in mutated forms protruding out of static 

human bodies. The golems are sculptural constructions of the human body formed in wax with internal 

organs, animals, amphibians, reptiles, insects, botanicals, and pieces of technology which are also cast 

in wax, melded and meshed into it. The chronological narrative of the film sketches the ritual 

proceedings of the microbial performers, who communally extract pieces of their bodily forms and 

bury them in eight dirt plots, circularly positioned. After a transitional period of dancing, eight bare 

human performers holding sickles emerge from the earthen plots, followed by the eight microbial 

performers stepping out of their costumes holding hammers. The two groups evocatively approach one 

another, raising their hammers and sickles in the air to form the communist symbol and then exchange 

places/roles. This is meant to symbolize the impact of Marxism, The Communist Manifesto, and 

revolutionary liberation ideology on socio-historical resistances to capitalism and the reclaiming of the 

psycho-techno-biological by the proletariat through the scientific egalitarian reconfiguration of socio 

economic relations laid out by Marx. Once the two groups of performers trade positions, the humans 

made bare by the swap dissolve when they step inside the entrenched plot. The newly embodied 

microbial performers then continue dancing until the sculptural wax golems ascend from the plots in 

their completed forms, which then incites the performers to drag each of their golems to the center of 

the circle and set them on fire, after being arranged as a conjoined entity. The microbial performers 

continue dancing until the golems have completely melted, at which point they collapse into and are 

absorbed by the residual melted wax.
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Figure II 

The second film is concerned with the relationship of the body to the state through surveillance 

systems and the effect that being coercively observed by surveillance cameras has on the intimate and 

public behavior of human society. The film visually conveys the connection that is formed between the 

body as a psychologically constituted biological organism and corporate state technological 

apparatuses as a precedent for engaging in public space. This relationship is illustrated by a group of 

three to four performers wearing sheer costumes that are entirely embedded with transparent pockets 

holding raw eggs. The performers then proceed to execute choreography that transpires into unhinged, 

writhing physical contact until all of the eggs are broken. This will be interspersed with scenes of the 

performers standing in a pool of dark red liquid as they pulsate their bodies in a collective embrace 

while covered in netted costumes woven with throngs of berries to suggest a beating heart of gigantic 

proportions. The repeated sequences will increase in intensity and speed, then climax as the heart 
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implodes and then transitions into an animation. The animation will depict digital human bodies 

covered in eggs which hatch the tentacle larvae spawn of a surveillance system using the human body 

as its host. Small security cameras will break out of the eggs, growing and elongating to enwrap the 

bodies until they are completely entangled and strangled to death by the cameras.  

Conceptually, these films are rooted in the recognition that multiplicities of life have their own 

designs, even if and especially when humans try to manipulate them on micro and nano scales. This 

recognition is articulated by Joseph Dumit in the foreword of Tactical Biopolitics, and expands to 

describe how these multiplicities also include the increasing entanglement of all practices, science, art, 

activism, writing, with corporate capital and mass media and the belated admission that these problems 

cannot be handled alone, but require cross-species tactical coordination. He describes how biopolitics 

in the 21st  century has been characterized by the problem of man in his environment being eclipsed by 

the problem of man as environment. Dumit employs the phrase “micro biopolitics” to denote human 

encounters with the vital organismic agencies of bacteria, viruses, and fungi, where the feedback 

between the two traverses the body at multiple scales (Dumit 2009: xii). Building on ideas about the 

agency to be granted the microbial multiplicities that form relationships with the human body, da Costa

and Phillip speak of the multiplicities present in the social world which demand intersectional 

collaboration to elucidate anti-capitalist truths. It is proposed that expertise confines problems as much 

as it defines them, and the authors assert that there must be interdisciplinary work carried out by non-

experts in a do-it-yourself fashion that allows them to intellectually reap cohesively integrated multi-

dimensional findings and solutions. The enormously creative practices at the intersection of 

technoscience, activism, and art are attributed to the explosion of cross-disciplinary dialogue that was 

inspired by Foucault’s articulation of biopolitics. (da Costa and Phillip 2009: xx).

The history of tactical media also informs these visual works, which attempt to act as a 

subconscious antidote to the dissociative impact of traumatic capitalist media by utilizing the tools of 
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visual semiotics to portray the forces of technology, biology, revolutionary activism, neoliberal 

political regimes, and art that converge as they are reconstituted within and through the human body. 

The antidotal component stems from the core purpose of the films,  to portray communal bonds formed

in ritualistic human interactions forged in a sanctified illumination of the phenomenological experience

of organic bodies enduring transmutation under the domination of technocratic society. The three 

phantom bodies generated by capitalist media which are described in the subsection  “Biotechnology 

and Biopolitics” as the disinfected body, the aestheticized screenal body, and the abused body are 

deconstructed to divulge the neoliberal intentions behind their fabrication. The intangible hallucinations

catalyzed by the phantom bodies which inhabit a mind exposed to the media of neoliberal propaganda 

are excised from the psyche by displacing conceptualizations of the human body as an individual to be 

objectified through social personas, with a portrayal of the body as an aggregate of nonhuman 

biological systems. Obscuring the identities of the performers with costumes representative of surrealist

techno-biological and microbial deities, their individualities are made ambiguous by their roles being 

continuously redefined by collectively morphing relationships that culminate in the ecstatic realization 

of their embodied transcendence into the narrative arch of cultural mythos.

Tactical media is described as the result of cheap, do-it-yourself media being exploited by 

groups of individuals driven by the ideological conviction to pursue justice for the tribulations and 

grievances caused by social exclusion. Another essential characteristic of tactical media is to be 

participatory and explicitly support an ideological basis or political affiliation. Tactical media is 

declared as the media of crisis, criticism, and opposition (Garcia and Lovink 2008). In tandem with the 

sound installation, the short films act as a response to the psychic crises which are occupied within the 

existential suffering of the proletarian search for meaning in the capitalist sociocultural construct which

Marx summarizes in The Communist Manifesto as “All that is solid melts into air.” By using the rich 

linguistic imagery of video art to generate experimental communist propaganda and critique of the 
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neoliberal surveillance state through an archaic rendering of ritual performance that enraptures the 

human mind in a clairvoyant trance state, the films create unprecedented visual cultural resistance to 

the dysmorphic bodily projections of capitalist media. The films portray the body in a lexicon of visual 

semiotics which reject the disinfected, aestheticized screenal, and abused phantom bodies which 

neoliberal media transmits as internalized reflections of social anxiety. They do so by depicting the 

body as forms which have surrendered to the capricious obscenity of being psychologically unhinged to

the point of dispossessing their identity as they become thrown into the eurphic reverie of reclaiming 

one’s physical form as a natural being behaving independently from capitalist social constructs.
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Conclusion 

 The world has been ravaged by capitalism. The intertwining fabrics of our social, 

environmental, technological, and psychological spheres are each tainted by the operation of capitalism

in a unique way that harnesses the interdimensional entwinements of each force. Capitalist operations 

act to neutralize the power held in the autonomous relationships of society, the environment, 

technology, and the psyche with time and space, so the capacities within these forces can be wielded 

for the artificially sacrilegious purpose of wealth accumulation. The artworks that are components  of 

this thesis are meant to abstract visual mantras of resistance from philosophical ideologies that 

deconstruct the manifestations of oppression in society and the environment that use technological 

tools to apprehend the perceptive faculties of the psyche, in order to invoke a sentient thread that lies 

within the minds of human collectives and has the power to dismantle capitalist institutions. It is of 

crucial importance to this work to describe the multiplicity of potential for radical transformation 

within each of these forces in unison because permanent social change requires a holistic undoing of 

capitalist manipulation throughout them all, and is most crucial and potently powerful in the expanses 

of overlap and connections that exist among them. The significance of interdisciplinary research to this 

thesis is supported by a proposition made in Tactical Biopolitics, which states, “Controversies in 

genomic medicine, biotechnology, biodiversity, racial genetic markers, stem cell research, public 

anxiety, national security, biological terrorism, science fiction, and transnational public health bring 

together experts from numerous fields because the complexities in their constitution demand creative 

analysis” (da Costa and Philip 2008: XX). Tactical media are used to generate new forms of social 

participation critical of capitalist institutions through practices which interdisciplinarily combine 

political activism, art, technology, and science. I assert that it is this fundamental aim of tactical media 

which has catalyzed its evolution under the influence of hacktivists and biohackers that have applied 
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DIY culture to their politically informed endeavors to subvert the hegemonic operations of the 

corporate-state.

The material platforms that social and technological operations take shape within, which are 

conceptually reducible to public space and cyberspace, co-dependently mediate the entirety of one’s 

relationship to their own body and surrounding communities, while simultaneously fashioning mass 

populations to the state through mechanisms of surveillance. To deconstruct the tangible implications 

of such a seemingly vague relationship, it is necessary to analyze how regimes of private property that 

are embedded in the built, virtual, and natural environments of capitalist society have been 

implemented in mediums of cyberspace and the molecular embodiments of DNA. Cyberspace and 

genetic sequences warrant supplementary analyses because they are composed of properties which 

transcend the confinements typically imposed on the physical and material world by proprietary 

policies. The immediacy of the physical structures, natural resources, molecules, and devices that we 

inhabit and utilize on a daily basis should inherently endow them with an autonomous sense of 

malleability, even if this means they exist in perpetual modes of transformation. The rigidity with 

which political institutions have compounded private property into physical space results in the 

perception that one is at the mercy of the corporate-state entities that reap profit from the lucrative 

qualities found in the material world and dimensions of the cyber and molecular. In a  manner similar 

to that by which the bureaucracy of proprietary policy was developed as an arbitrary but indisputable 

means of defense for the preservation of spaces engineered to facilitate capitalist enterprises, 

technology has been infiltrated with contractual agreements that surrender users’ rights to explore and 

express themselves in cyberspace without a profound detriment to their agency taking place through 

censorship and surveillance. Intellectual property and closed source software are welded to the profane 

ideologies of democracy inherent to bureaucratic law to reinforce the reality sought after by the 

corporate-state in cyberspace, digitally paralleling the constraints that private property has placed on 
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one’s mobility and agency in their physical social sphere. The limitations placed on the capacities for 

public space and natural resource use to facilitate liberating communal engagement detached from the 

state’s prerogative of accumulating capital, is paralleled by the limitations to collaboration and the 

spread of knowledge through global cyber communications that are created through censorship, 

intellectual property, and closed source, proprietary software. Biotechnology has similarly been used as

a means for applying systems of private property to the natural environment by using DNA sequencing 

to place patents and intellectual property rights owned by the corporate-state on the genomes and 

genetic properties of organisms and the molecules they are composed of.

I consider psychological phenomena  in relation to capitalist oppression because of  the 

dynamic system of feedback that exists between the human brain and the natural and social 

environments by which humans are encompassed. Reflection on the permeation of oppressive forces 

into this feedback system is warranted by an analysis of the impact of capitalist media on the human 

psyche and how it modulates one’s conception of the moral threshold with which the corporate-state 

exploits human life and natural resources. Though the separation between human society and the 

natural environment can be reduced to psychological constructs, their effect is so prominent that 

conflicts which do not exist merely as illusions are present in the technocratically mediated relationship

between humans and nature. These conflicts are made real by the intensity with which the corporate-

state engages with human societies and natural resources as exploitable objects rather than a 

coalescence of sentient communities and organic life forms that are existentially bound together. 

Theories provided by multispecies anthropological thought unveil the transformative potential within 

the psyche to reposition understandings of the relationship between human society and the 

environment, including organisms that exist on molecular levels.

Beyond analysis of the interplay that exists within social, technological, environmental and 

psychological forces and the impacts of oppression that exist throughout them, this thesis seeks to 
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frame these paradigms within the ideologies of Anarchist and Communist political thought. By 

experimenting with how the synthetic articulation of the natural world into forms both structural and 

symbolic can be interpreted in relation to philosophies of primitivism and utopianism in conjunction 

with the centralization and decentralization of political power, the revolutionary potentials of 

Anarchism and Communism are debated. These schools of radical political thought are also used to 

generate ideas about how technology can be extracted from its corporate-state functions to subvert and 

dismantle capitalist institutions and imperialist operations. Contemplations about ideas of primitivism, 

utopianism, centralization, and decentralization are of importance in this respect because of their 

capacity to pinpoint flaws in the ideological and organizing tactics of radical political dissidents that 

have prevented the abolition of capitalist social systems and the gains towards their dissolve made by 

revolutionary activists.
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Appendix

A. The internet based political revolts initiated by hacktivists have very rapidly evolved into 

cyberwarfare, the most significant example of this being in Syria. A piece of literature titled 

“Cyber Warriors in the Middle East: The Syrian Electronic Army” describes this further. The 

involvement of hacktivists in cyberwarfare is unique in Syria because of the presence of the 

Syrian Electronic Army (S.E.A.). S.E.A. is a unique hacktivist collective because of having 

formed independently yet conducting operations with an explicit allegiance to Assad’s regime. 

They initially claimed to have no affiliation with the Syrian government and to be politically 

motivated by their own willingness to use hacktivism to combat the false disparagement of 

Assad's regime by western media sources. Since having their actions noticed and praised by the 

Syrian government, S.E.A. has been open about the collaborative support they receive by the 

state but maintain that their motives are still self directed. A main focus of the group has been to

spread awareness that the deaths and atrocities in Syria that media sources accuse Assad to have

perpetrated were actually committed by terrorists. In a piece titled “The Hackers of Damascus” 

the S.E.A. is credited with the release of 11,000 usernames and passwords of members of the 

Syrian opposition who they deem to be NATO supporters. “The Hackers of Damascus” depicts 

a very dark and ruthless portrayal of military forces aligned with the Syrian state through an 

interview with a hacktivist of the Syrian opposition who describes being tortured by these 

forces because of his refusal to identify the other members in his collective. The circumstances 

of his apprehension by the Syrian state in relation to international open source hacking culture 

and imperialist agendas to overthrow Assad are particularly interesting. The hacktivist claims 

that his computer was located and accessed by the Syrian state using software called “Dark 

Comet” that was created and made publicly available as open source code by a hacker in 
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France. This is interesting because France is one of the three imperialist powers which has 

political intention to overthrow Assad, the other two being the U.S. and U.K.. It is reported that 

the aforementioned hacktivist group “Telecomix” pressured the french hacker into removing the

code. The hacktivist from the Syrian opposition also stated that the malware was disseminated 

by the state through embedding it in web pages that condemn the Syrian military with videos of 

soldiers alleged to be in its ranks brutalizing and raping civillian women which members of the 

opposition would be inclined to view and share to garner support for their revolt online. The 

Syrian government was also accused by Telecomix of using “Blue Coat '' technology systems to

conduct mass surveillance of Syrian citizens despite there being sanctions put in place by the 

U.S. government which prohibit this corporation from selling its products to Syria as a violation

of international law. This is outlined in a piece titled “Web Vigilantes.” Telecomix probed the 

Syrian internet for hackable devices and after exploiting vulnerabilities in Cisco systems they 

accessed the passwords to over 5,000 unsecured residential routers in Syria and hacked the web 

pages of google and facebook to display text which read, “This is a deliberate, temporary 

internet breakdown. Please read carefully and spread the following message; your internet 

activity is monitored. This is Telecomix, we come in peace.” Instructions on how to use free 

encryption and anonymity software to avoid censorship and surveillance were then sent to the 

webpages. Telecomix was purportedly preparing to undermine an anticipated internet shutdown

by the Syrian government when they found and then released the names of hundreds of 

websites censored by the government and its usage of Blue Coat surveillance systems which 

prompted this demonstration. There are aspects of Telecomix demonstrations to defend the 

democratization of the Syrian people and their internet rights that confuses the integrity of their 

motives. It is questionable that they would condemn Syria’s usage of Blue Coat systems solely 

on the grounds of sanctions violations without replicating the demonstration in other nations 
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that employ surveillance systems on their citizens. This questionability is furthered by an 

awareness that the U.S. predominantly places sanctions on nations who refuse to comply with 

the economic demands of the U.S. which would cause social degradation and exploitation for 

the U.S. to profit from. If this demonstration was enacted to contest the corrupt use of 

surveillance by governments, it does not make sense for Telecomix to have not targeted the 

corporation itself nor found it important to incite state fear and mobilize agency against 

surveillance in every other population that Blue Coat systems profits from being implemented 

within.
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